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A two-dimensional finite element model was developed to predict water

flow and nitrogen species transport and transformation in variably

saturated soil. In the finite element analysis various numerical

algorithms were examined to evaluate methods of improving the

efficiency of the traditional finite element approach. Results indicate

that when undeformed linear rectangular elements or linear traingular

elements were used, the method of influence coefficients is more

efficient than traditional numerical integration method in evaluating

the element matrices while maintaining accuracy. Also with moderately

nonlinear flow problems, use of a fourth order Runge—Kutte method

produced improved effciency over fixed or variable time step schemes

for time integration. Hysteretic simulations with air entrapment showed

that effects of hysteresis are greatly enhanced by the preence of air

entrapment due to large differences in water contents between

different saturation paths. Flux-controlled boundary conditions

produced negligible hysteretic effect while maximum effects were

caused under potential type boundary conditions. The magnitude of



hysteretic effects are also affected by the definition of initial

condition. Heterogenity in the porous medium tend to reduce

hysteretic effects. The finite element model developed to solve the

convective-dispersive equation for nitrogen transport utilized an

upstream weighting scheme to reduce numerical oscillation associated

with low dispersion coeffcients. The accuracy and validity of the model

were evaluated uing both published and field data. The results

indicate overall predictions of various nitrogen fractions are quite

sensitive to the first order nitrfication rate. However, use of kinetic

constants based on published results in the literature, especially in the

absence of detailed field investigations, may still be sufficient to

provide dependable results through simulations. Hysteresis greatly

affects the transport of nitrogen species under potential type

boundary conditions, but these effects are reduced substantially in the

presence of high intensity line sources. Under such circumstances, it

is sufficient to neglect hysteresis and use either the main drainage or

the main wetting branch of the pressure-saturation relationship for

simulations.
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ACHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Contamination of groundwater resources is a common occurrence

associated with land application of partially treated wastewater,

disposal of hazardous materials in an uncontrolled manner, and

application of fertilizer and pesticides to plants. In industrialized

areas, groundwater pollution sources arise from disposal of untreated

or partially treated industrial wastes containing heavy metals or

hydrocarbon compounds. In rural areas, groundwater pollution may

occur due to agricultural chemical uage or the disposal of secondary

wastewater via subsurface drainfields. The most common form of

pollution due to such application is increased loading of chemical

species especially nitrogen to the aquifers. Problems associated with

nitrogen species are more difficult to assess due to the complex nature

of the nitrogen cycle. Nitrogen in soils can exist in various forms

depending on the microbial population and environmental factors such

as soil temperature, pH, water content and carbon content. The most

common soluble forms of nitrogen in soils are NH,+ and NO; while

organic nitrogen remains mostly as an immobile fraction.

From the standpoint of predicting groundwater contaminants, the

most important nitrogen species is NO; due to its rapid movement

within the soil profile. This is mainly due to limited adsorption of NO;

on soil solids compared to NH} which is subjected to adorption on

cation exchange sites.l Within the nitrogen cycle, various nitrogen

l



fractions are linked together through biologically mediated kinetics.

These kinetic parameters control the reactions and are dependent on

numerous environmental factors. Water content of the soil is one of the

important factors associated with the distribution of various nitrogen

species. Anaerobic conditions usually prevail along the few upper

layers due to higher water content. Under such conditions, free O, i

generally low and active denitrifying bacteria will reduce NO,' to N,.

Adsorption of NH,+ to exchange sites is also rapid within the saturated

zone and active movement of NH,+ will occur if all exchange sites are

fully occupied. Soil pH also plays a major role in determining the

distribution of different nitrogen species in the system. Under acidic

conditions, nitrogen occurs mainly in the form of NH,+ while under

· basic condition, NH,+ will be transformed to NH, which can be

released from soil as a gas. ·

The foregoing discussion mainly focued attention on the

complexicity associated with the nitrogen cycle in soils. In nitrogen

simulation studies, nitrogen species transport is eldomly restricted to

the saturated flow domains. Since nitrogen transport is strongly

influenced on processes which occur in the unaturated zone,

knowledge of the dynamics of flow in the unsaturated zone is critical

to the prediction of nitrogen transport. Unfortunately, analysi of

water flow in the unsaturated zone is complex from a mathematical

point of view due to the nonlinear and hysteretic behavior of soil

hydraulic properties. For accurate prediction of nitrogen transport in

field conditions, it is important to obtain the correct water content and

velocity distribution of the flow domain. Solution of the flow equation
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usually requires a numerical approach such as the finite difference or

finite element method. Another approach is to simplify the mathematical

problem and adopt a quasi—analytical method. The serious limitation of

the latter approach is that in simplifying the problem, the actual

conditions in the field are neglected and the accuracy in the final

prediction is seriously degraded. Numerical solutions on the otherhand

usually require substantial computing effort especially in the case of

large field problems. Also if imulations are carried over a long period

of time under highly nonlinear flow conditions, computing effort can be

substantial. In addition to the basic solution of the flow problem, it is

important to verify the accuracy of the solution with respect to

conservation of mass.

Solution of the convective—dispersive equation for any given

species is straightforward using numerical techniques when

nonlinearity is absent in the constitutive relations. In transport

problems, nonlinearity will arise mainly due to nonlinear adsorption

isotherms. Once a mathematical model is developed, it is important to

evaluate the accuracy of the model. Evaluation of the accuracy of a

given numerical model is best accomplished by comparison with

experimental data. In the absence of such data, an equally preferable

approach is to perform the accuracy evaluation using published data or

analytical solutions to simplified problems. For calibration purposes of a

given site, field experiments are needed to obtain the governing

constants of the flow domain and the model can be used for

subsequent simulations for a given set of field conditions.
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In this study, a suitable numerical model will be described to solve

the problem of nitrogen transport and transformation in the

unsaturated zone in an efficient manner. Attention will focus on various

aspects of the flow and transport equation solutions. Considerations in

the flow problem will include analysis of effects of different boundary

conditions such as seepage and surface controlled boundaries,

hysteresis which includes air entrapment in the pressure-saturation

relationships and soil heterogenity. The convective—dispersive transport

of two nitrogen species will be considered and a suitable numerical

approach is developed. Effects of hysteresis on the transport will also

be addressed. Chapter II of this study will address the topic of water
A

flow in the unsaturated zone and Chapter III is an extension dealing

i
with the hy teretic effects. Chapter IV will discuss the numerical model

for the transport of nitrogen specie in the unsaturated zone and

finally Chapter V will focus attention on the effects of hysteresis on

transport mechanisms. Publications associated with this work are cited

in Appendix F.

_
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CHAPTER II A

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF WATER FLOW

IN VARIABLY SATURATED SOIL

ABSTRACT

A two-dimensional Galerkin finite element model for water flow in

variably saturated soil is presented. A fourth-order Runge-Kutte time

integration method is employed which is shown to allow use of time

steps approximately Z times greater than for a traditional finite

difference approximation of time derivatives. Computer execution costs

for the Runge—Kutte method are greater than for the finite difference

approximation for short total simulation times due to the start up cost
A

of the Runge-Kutte method but for longer simulation times the

Runge—Kutte method yields considerable reduction in computational

effort. A comparison of the method of influence coefficients and 2 x 2

Gaussian integration to compute element matrices indicates that the

influence coefficient method reduces execution time to 40% of that

required for numerical quadrature. Computed pressure heads and

fluxes using the influence coefficient method or numerical integration

are found to be in close agreement with each other even under

conditions of highly nonlinear oil properties in a heterogeneous

domain. ' l
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· t INTRODUCTION

Contamination of soil and groundwater resources due to waste

disposal in landfills, drainfields, lagoons and other facilities is of great

importance from environmental and economic viewpoints. Because the

major mechanism of chemical transport through vadoe and saturated

zones is advection, accurate models for water flow under variably

saturated conditions is a prerequisite to modeling solute movement.

Numerical models for variably saturated flow commonly employ finite

difference or finite element techniques (Cooley, 1971; Neuman, 1973; Yeh

and Ward, 1980; Wagner et al., 1980). One of the major difficulties in

modeling variably saturated flow arises due to the highly nonlinear

nature of the medium properties which may lead to numerical

instability. Use of refined discretizations of temporal and spatial
‘

domains diminish such problems but may increase computational costs

markedly. A number of techniques may be employed to handle

nonlinear problems more efficiently such as predictor-corrector methods

for extrapolation in time (Guymen et al., 1970), automatic time marching

criteria (Cooley, 1971), and lumping of ma matrices in the finite

element method (Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983). Another useful technique

which may markedly reduce computational costs for finite element

solutions is the method of influence coefficients. This method, which is

applicable to spatial domains that are discretized by linear rectangular

or triangular elements, eliminates costly numerical integration for

computing element matrices (Huyakorn et al., 1984).

In the present paper, we present a finite element solution for flow
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in a two—dimensional variably saturated medium which incorporates

general time-dependent boundary conditions and internal sources or

sinks which may arise in modeling subsurface drainfield lines in

vertical ection or wells in plan view. Consideration is given to a

number of methods of improving computational efficiency with

particular attention to application of the method of influence

coefficients and a fourth—order predictor-corrector time integration

method. Accuracy and computational efficiency of the model will be

evaluated by comparison with analytica] solutions and results of

different numerical schemes.

NUMERICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION

Governing Equations

The single·phase formulation of the equations describing flow in a

variably_ saturated domain under isothermal conditions in two

dimensions can be written:

6 GQ 6 GQ ayUW) ' [Kx(’Ü) E] + [Kz('¢) E] + O ' C('¢) = 0 (2-1)

iwhere U is a differential operator, 7 is the pressure head, Q=7+z is the

total hydraulic head, KX and KZ are components of the conductivity

tensor along the assumed principal directions x and z with z the

vertical coordinate meaured positive upwards, Q is the point source or

sink term for the region, C = 69/67 is the specific water capacity with

9 the volumetric water content, and t is time. Initial and boundary

conditions for (2.1) are
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$(x,z,0) = $0(x,z) for t = 0 in R (2.2a)

$(x,z,t) = $,(x,z,t) for t > 0 on T, (2.2b)

N - N - -— Kx Dx + KZ nZ .n = qu(t) for t > 0 on T, (2.2c)

where R denotes the entire flow domain and T, and T, are portions of

the boundary. Equation (2.2a) describes the initial condition in terms

of the pressure function $0. Equation (2.2b) describes the boundary

T, on which Dirichlet or potential—type boundary conditions are

applicable. Equation (2.2c) describes the Neumann or flux—type

boundary condition on T, where ri is the unit normal vector drawn

outward from the boundary, nx and AZ are unit vectors in the x and z

directions and qu is the magnitude of the flux normal to the boundary.
—

Water flux at any point in the flow region is given by:

6*
qx = —Kx

3; (2.3a)

6*}
qZ = —KZ (2.3b)

where qx and qZ are components of flux in the x and z directions. In

equations (2.1) to (2.3), the hydraulic properties KX, KZ and C are in

general highly nonlinear functions of pressure head $.

8



Discretization of Spatial Domain

Galerkin analysis. Equation (2.1) can be solved uing the method of

weighted residuals based on Ga1erkin’s approximation. Assume

m
VU:) = 2 N_5(x.z) V_j(t) (2.4)

.i=1
where m is the number of nodes per element, Nj is the shape function

decribing V, and Vj is the nodal value of V at node j.

Applying Galerkin’s approximation to (2.1) gives

I
NiU(V) dR = 0 (2.5)

R

Using the relationship Q = V+z and Green’s theorem on (2.5) gives,

. iv H; Z! ih 1*IRC(V)N1 0tdR + Kx(V) ax ax + Kz(V) az az dR

R
‘

(2.6)

6Ni GQ GQ
+Kz(¢);?dR— Ni KXW) ;+Kz(¢) g dS— N1¤dH=0

R
S R

where S refers to the part of the surface on which the surface

integral is applicable.

From (2.2c) and (2.6):

0 0N- 0 0N· 0INiC('¢) ä dR + [Kx('¢’) ä + KZW) gl élldll
R

R

9



•*N'
.+ I

Kzw) j dR +[Niqn dS —Iwi0 .112 = 0 (2.7).H S R
We may rewrite (2.7) in matrix form after applying the approximation

given by (2.4) to obtain

[M] {W/·'t} + [E] {V} + {F} = 0 (2.8)
where

[

Mäj = [CW) NiN_j dR (2.96)
Re

¢. —
I

[Kxw) ax ax + KZ(10) az az dR (2.9b)

Re

c ¤Ni
Fi : Niqu dS + Kz(·¢) 7; dR — NiQ dR (2.9c)

Se Re ‘ Re

where e denote the element quantities. For computational efficiency,

the mass matrix [M] can be lumped as follows:

m . .
e E C(·¢)NiN_j dR 1 = J

Mi_j
= J=1 (2.9d)

Re
_ 0 1 == J

Treatment of sources or sinks. If a point source or sink, Q*, is

located at a node, it can be added directly to the final load vector {F}

at the node after weighting by an appropriate time incremental factor

depending on the time integration scheme employed. In the event that

10



a point source or sink is located within an element, the following

assumption is used to distribute the source proportionately to each

node of the element (Segerlind, 1984):

· Q = 0* 6(x—xo) 6(z—zo) (2.10)

where 6 is a unit impulse function and Xo and Yo are coordinates of

the point source. Using (2.10), the source—sink term in (2.9c) is given

by
U

INi0dR = 0* Nj_(x°,zo) (2.11)

Element properties and element integration. A detailed description of

_ shape functions and related computations is given by Huyakorn and

Pinder (1983). In the present analysis, we consider linear rectangular

and linear triangular elements (Fig. 2.1). Linear shape functions for

rectanglar elements can be defined as:

1 _
U

Ni(£,·q) = E
(1 + $5) (1 + mpi), 1 = 1,..., 4 (2.12)

where £ and v; are local coordinates and fi = *1, ni = *1 are nodal local

coordinates. Transformation from local to global coordinates is given

by ·

4
x = E N1(€m)><1 (2.13a)

i=l

4
z = E Ni($,·rp)zi (2.13b)

i=l

In the case of triangular elents,

Ni(x,z) = (ai + ßix + yiz) and i = 1,2,3 (2.13c)

11
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Figure 2.1 Element geometry for (a) linear rectangular element

and (b) linear traingular element.
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where A is the area of the element. Values of ai, ßi, gi, and A are

defined in Appendix B.

Element integration and influence coefficient method. To carry out the

element integrations indicated by (2.9a) — (2.9c), two methods are

invetigated. The first procedure, which is conventional in finite

element analysis, utilizes numerical integration with a 2 x 2 Gaussian

quadrature cheme. In this method, the hydraulic properties within an

element are evaluated as

I m
Kx<1¢> =iElNi {Kx<~/011 (2.146)

m
Kz<¢> = E N1 lKz<1l·>11 (2.14b)

i=1

m
CW) = Z N1 [C(1*)]1Ni (2.14c)

i=1

where Ni are the same shape functions employed in (2.4) and i refers

to the local nodal numbering.

In the method of influence coefficients proposed by Huyakorn et

_ al. (1984) for utilization with linear rectangular or triangular elements,

the required element integrations are carried out analytically

éliminating the need for costly numerical integration. Huyakorn et al.

demonstrated 90 percent cost savings without loss in accuracy for

one—dimensional flow problems using this technique, but did not

evaluate the accuracy or efficiency for two—dimensional flow problems.

Because the accuracy of results obtained from solute transport models

13



depends strongly on accuracy in predicting nodal hydraulic fluxes, we

are particularly interested in evaluating the effects of the influence

coefficient method on nodal flux predictions for two—dimensional flow.

According to Huyakorn and Pinder (1984), (2.9a) — (2.9c) for a

rectangular element can be written with flux and point source terms

neglected as

DLC[M] = [T1] (2.].5a)

_ DK LK[ET · { [$2*1 + { [$2*1 <2.16b>

[F} = Q- [v=•=1 <2.16c>

Where C, KX KZ refer to element centroid values bf CW), KX(10), and

KZ(·¢), D and L are dimensions of the element (Fig. 2.1a) and matrices _

[T1], [SX1], [SZ1] and vector {V1} are given in Appendix A. Appendix

B gives the results of a similar analysis for linear triangular elements.

Nodal fluxes. When the method of influence coefficients is used, the

hydraulic flux given by (2.3a) and (2.3b) can be approximated for

linear rectangular elements by:

(IX = KX · (Q, + Q, — Q, - Q,)/2L
'

(2.16a)
and

qZ = KZ · (Q, + Q, — Q, — Q,)/ZD (2.16b)

add for linear triangular elements by:

qx = Kx (ÜN}: + ßzfz + Üzßal (2~l6€)

and

14



qz : Kz (71*1 + 72*2 '*' 73*3) (2-16d)

Equations (2.3a) and (2.3b) can also be numerically integrated to

predict nodal fluxes. For this purpose, the Galerkin approximation can

be used and the final element equations are
”

(W1 {96} = [Y] {91 (2.17a)
[W] {qz} = {Y*] {9} (2.17b)

where

6Wu JR:1 Na dR (2.17c)

6N·
Yäj = I Kx(1lv) Ni yl dR (2.17d)R6 " · °

=•= ¤N·
Yij 6 IRKZW) Ni dR

l (2.17e)
I

8

Here shape functions describing the total potential 9 within an element

are considered to be same as those describing element geometry.

Time Matching Schemes

Finite difference method. The finite difference form of (2.8) can be

written at time level (k+¤) as:

(A1"*“ (21***1 = (¤)"*“ (2.18)
where

[A]"*‘° = mi"+‘° + „[2]"“"° (2.196)
Atfd

15



(1-6) [E1""”°’](¢}"- (F}k“’°’ (2.1916)
and

w1"*‘°
= (1-..) (wk + 6(¢)k+1 (2.166)

Here k refers to any time level at which the presure heads are

known, Atfd is the time increment for the finite difference scheme, and

c.; is a time-weighting coefficient. For 67 = 0, 1 and 0.5, we obtain

explicit, fully implicit and Crank—Nicolson methods, respectively.

Equation (2.17) and (2.18) are solved iteratively with the first

estimate of {·¢}k+1 obtained by linear extrapolation from the k—l and k

time steps subsequent to the first time increment. Evaluation of [M],

[E] and {F} at the k+w time level employs soil hydraulic properties

corresponding to {10}k+‘·° given by (2.18c). Iteration is continued until

convergence is obtained for {¢}k+1. l

Predictor-corrector method. Although the finite—difference scheine may

be applied to highly nonlinear problems if care is taken in selecting a

suitable time increment, potentially greater efficiency is possible by the

use of predictor—corrector methods. Here we employ a fourth—order

Runge—Kutte method to integrate (2.8). The resulting recursion formula

may be written as (Carnahan et al., 1969):

tA*1 w}k+1 = (11*} (2-20)
where

[11*] 6 (2.216)

16



k+1

(2.2lb)

in which Atrk is the time step for the Runge—Kutte analysis. For the

first iteration of (2.20), {·¢}k"'1 is extrapolated via a cubic polynomial

using known values of W} at k, k—1, k—2 and k—3 time levels. The new

vector {·¢}k"‘1 obtained from solution of (2.20) is employed again in

(2.21) and the procedure iterated until convergence occurs.

Before the Runge—Kutte procedure can be employed, a sufficient

number of time steps must be carried out by the finite difference

scheme to generate results at time levels Atrk, Zßtrk and 3At,-k. If

Atfd is selected to be an integer fraction of Atrk (i.e., Atrk/Atfd = N),

then after 3N time steps using the finite difference scheme, the

predictor-corrector method may be implemented.

A computer code HYDRO written in FORTRAN was developed to

implement the finite element solution of the flow problem described in

the preceding sections. The program has the capability of stipulating

time—dependent flux- or potential—type boundary conditions with point

sources located arbitrarily within the domain. Linear rectangular and

triangular elements can be employed. Options in the program allow use

of either numerical integration or the influence coefficient method for

element matrices and either finite difference or Runge-Kutte time

integration. In the symmetric global matrix, only the upper elements

are stored. Solution of the final assembled matrix equations is

performed using a direct Gaussion elimination procedure.

‘
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Accuracy and Stability

In order to verify the general model formulation and specifically

the treatment of point sources and sinks, we consider first a simple

cae of saturated flow to a well in a confined aquifer of finite

dimensions with a single recharge boundary. The problem may be

posed as follows:

03 _ 0*3 0*3
S — Tx —·; + Ty -7 + Q 6(x-xw) 6(y-yw) (2.22)

Ox üy

subject to

H=0 x°6x6x, yo6y6y, t=0 (2.23a)

H=Ho x=xo yo6y6y, t>0 (2.23b)

GH/vx = 0 x = x, Yo 6 y 6 y, t > 0 (2.23c)

GH/äy = 0 xo 6 x 6 x, y = yo t > 0 (2.23d)

GH/ßy = 0 xo 6 x 6 x, y = y, t > 0 (2.23e)

where H is piezometric head, x and y are horizontal coordinates, S is

the storage coefficient, Tx and Ty are transmissivities, and Q is the

pumping rate of a well located at point (xw,yw). Recharge occurs

along the plane at x = Xo (Fig. 2.2). Analytical solutions of (2.22)

subject to (2.23) for constant S, Tx and Ty have been given by Cleary

and Ungs (1977).

We consider here an example problem discussed by the latter

18
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authors for Ho = 0, S = 0.01; Tx = Ty = 745 mz day
‘1

and Q = 3500 m3

day"1. Three finite element meshes were used to predict drawdown

after 10 days using a Runge-Kutte time step of 2 days. The

configuration of the spatial domain and the three element meshes are

shown in Fig. 2.3. A comparison of analytical and numerical results for

the three mesh configuration for a transect taken perpendicular to

the recharge boundary are shown in Fig. 2.4. Reasonably accurate

results are observed especially with mesh C which has fewer total

nodes than meshes A and B but finer discretization in the vicinity of

the well.

We consider next a problem described by Wagner et al. (1980)

involving a partially saturated soil subjected to a downward flux at the

soil surface with a water table initially located at a depth of 2.3 m

(Fig. 2.5a). The soil surface and the water table both have a lope of

1:332. Initial pressure head values correspond to an equilibrium state.

Lateral boundaries below the water table are constant head. Lateral

boundaries above the water table and the lower boundary are zero

flux. The mesh discritization used by previous authors is shown in Fig.

2.5b and is used in the present analysis. We wish to consider first the

stability and accuracy of the proposed Runge-Kutte time integration

scheme in comparison to the finite difference method for fixed time

increment size for the problem described above with the surface flux

equal to 0.01 cm/hr. The element matrices for both methods used the 2

x 2 Gaussian quadrature scheme. Pressure head variations along the

initial water table were computed at different simulation times using

different time increments for each time integration method. Pressure

20
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head values at this level were selected because changes in head were

maximum at this location. In the analyses by both methods, allowable

number of iterations for a given time increment was 8 for a

convergence accuracy of 0.001 cm. If results for a given time increment

were found to deviate excessively from the corresponding results at a

lower time increment, the higher time increment was not considered to

be suitable for the analysis.

In the Runge-Kutte method, two time increments, 15 and 60 hours

were selected and computation was continued to simulation times much

greater than 3 Atrk to clearly show the accuracy and stability of the

method as compared to the finite difference method. Three finite

difference subdivisions of the first three time increments were used

for both 15 and 60 hour Runge—Kutte time increments to tart the

. method. The results in Fig. 2.6a show that at the larger time increment

of 60 hours, some deviation from the correct solution occurs at higher

times, however, the deviations are not large. The results at a time

increment of 50 hours although not shown, predicted excellent

agreement with the results for a time increment of 15 hours. Further

increase of Atrk beyond 60 hours produced large deviations in the

solutions and a higher number of iterations to converge. Thee results

suggest that At!-k of approximately 60 hours to be the optimum for this

problem.

Analysis using the finite difference method showed the maximum

time increment satisfying the previously mentioned convergence criteria

to be 30 hours. Results of Atfd equal to 30 hours yielded essentially

identical result to those for 15 hours (Fig. 2.6b). Comparison of the
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Runge-Kutte and finite difference methods indicate agreement between

the results and shows that the proposed computational procedure

yields accurate and stable results for time steps significantly greater

than the conventional finite difference approach.

Time Integration Scheme

We wish now to evaluate computational efficiency of the

Runge—Kutte time integration method in comparison with the traditional

finite difference cheme using either fixed or variable time increments.

For thi purpose, the unsaturated flow problem described in the

previous section was used with a minor modification corresponding to

the assumption that upper and lower boundaries are horizontal yielding

rectangular element (Fig. 2.5b)._ The reason for this change is to

q subsequently allow the results obtained in these analyses to be

compared with those obtained using the method of influence

coefficient. The convergence criteria, initial pressure head values and

boundary conditions remain identical to those described in the previous

section.

A comparison of CPU times for HYDRO runs using the Runge-Kutte

method and the finite difference method with fixed time increments is

given in Table 2.1. Three subdivisions of the time increment were used

for starting of the Runge-Kutte method. The results of the previous

section indicate that the number of ubdivisions could be reduced to 2,

however, generally the optimum number of subdivisions would not be

known a priori and the use of 3 subdivisions would be a conservative

practice.

l
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The results in Table 2.2 indicate that when 2 x 2 numerical

integration is employed with the finite difference scheme, the execution

time is CPU seconds increased by 83% when the simulation time was

doubled. In comparison, the corresponding increase in CPU time for

the Runge—Kutte method was only 47%. For the larger simulation

duration, the total CPU time used by the Runge-Kutte method is

substantially less than that required for the finite difference scheme.

The main reaon for this is the capability of using higher time

increments with Runge-Kutte method. If the number of time interval

· subdiviions for the starting of the Runge—Kutte procedure was

reduced from 3 to 2, CPU time would be further reduced for the

Runge-Kutte method. However, for long total simulation times, the effect

of the number of ubdivisions on the execution cost will be small. For ,

highly nonlinear flow problems, it
U
will be safer to use smaller

subdivisions to ensure accurate results for the first three time

increments.

The foregoing discussion consider a comparison of computation

efficiencies of the Runge—Kutte method and the finite difference method

using fixed time increments. One advantage of the finite difference

method of time integration is the ease of implementing automatic

·
adjustment of the time increment. Commonly, a minimum and a maximum

number of iterations per time increment is specified. If the actual

number of iterations used falls beyond the specified range, the time

increment is increased or decreased by a specified factor for the next

time step. We consider here minimum and maximum iterations set to 3

and 6, respectively for a convergence accuracy of 0.01 cm. The time
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Table 2.2 Execution time in CPU seconds using IBM
3084 system for Runge-Kutte and variable
time-increment finite difference ethods.

Flinite Differenoe with
lhmge—Kutte

variable time incneneut

Initial CPU CPU
A

Atfd Tmax Time At!-k Tnax Time
(hr) (hr) (s) (br) (hr) (s)

" 0.25 6.3 43.5 0.25 6.0 44.7
0.5 6.2 48.4 0.5 6.0 36.7
0.5 25.4 103.2 0.5 25.0 93.6
1.0 6.3 58.5 1.0 6.0 37.4 „

1.5 6.2 59.4 1.5 6.0 40.0

1.5 24.2 100.6 1.5 25.5 59.0

Tmu is the maximum simulation time in hours.
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step is changed by a factor of 25% if the number of iterations falls

outside this range. The previously discussed flow problem is

considered again, only now with the surface flux increased to 1.0

cm/hr to increase the difficulties in convergence..Element matrices are

computed using the influence coefficient method. A comparison of CPU

times for the problem solved using variable time increments with the

finite difference method and with the Runge—Kutte method are shown in

Table 2.2. For the largest time increment of 1.5 hours, 8 subdivisions

were needed for convergence and the remaining time increments used 4

subdivisions with the Runge—Kutte method. The number of subdivisions

used for 1.5 hour time increment case was high because the time

increment within a subdivision needs to be compared to a value such

that the solution using finite difference method would converge. For

small simulation times in comparison to the time increment used, the

results indicate that variable time increment finite difference scheme to

be as attractive as the Runge—Kutte method. This true due to the

reduction of the number of iterations required to converge as

compared to the number of iterations required to compress a larger

time increment to a smaller value for convergence. As the time

increment is increased for the same simulation time, Runge-Kutte

method gradually provided better computational efficiency than the

finite difference method. In the next step of analyi, the simulation

time was increased by fourfolds and two time increments were used in

the analysis. For the case of 0.5 hour time increment, Runge—Kutte

method was slightly more efficient than the finite difference method as

the effectiveness of the Runge-Kutte method is not reflected at smaller
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time increments. The efficiency of the Runge—Kutte method is however

explicitly shown at the higher time increment of 1.5 hours where the

total CPU time used was only 60% of that of the finite difference

scheme. Also the total increase in CPU time with the former method for

a fourfold increase in simulation time was 50% at this higher time

increment. Therefore these results suggest that at higher simulation

times, optimum use of the Runge—Kutte method can be obtained by

using larger time steps.

Element Matrix Integration Schemes

An important objective of this paper is to evaluate the relative

efficiencies of the different element matrix integration schemes. For

this comparison, the modified flow domain discused in the previous

example using only linear rectangular elements was analysed using both

the influence coefficient method and
‘2

x 2 Gaussian quadrature for

element matrix computation. The applied surface flux was 0.01 cm/hr.

The Runge-Kutte method with Atrk of 50 hours and 3 subdivisions for

tarting was ued for time integration and the convergence accuracy

was 0.001 cm. Pressure head variations along the initial water table are

shown in Fig. 2.7 for the two element integration schemes. Agreement

between the results of the two methods is good and comparable.

Computational costs for the influence coefficient method was
l

approximately 60% of that was used by the numerical integration

scheme (Table 2.1). Similar gains were achieved regardless of the

method of time integration used. Thee results indicate that average

soil hydraulic properties within an element may be safely employed in
l

computing element matrices.
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One important reason to model fluid flow is to obtain mean

velocities for subsequent analyis of solute transport. Therefore it is

of great importance that flow velocities be computed accurately. To

evaluate the accuracy of hydraulic fluxes predicted by the influence

coefficient method, we consider again the problem presented in Table

2.2. Fluxes were computed at centroids of four elements that

correspond to locations of maximum nonlinearity in soil properties (Fig.

2.5b). Element fluxes for the numerical integration scheme were

computed from nodal fluxes computed from (2.17). The influence

coefficient method yields centroidal fluxes directly (Eq. 2.16). Good

agreement between the two methods was obtained for both vertical and

horizontal components of the flux (Table 2.3). A similar analysis using a

higher input flow rate close to the saturated hydraulic conductivity of

the upper soil layer produced excellent agreement for the pressure and

only minor absolute deviations in computed fluxes by the two element

integration methods.

In the previous examples, the soil was nonhomogeneous but

variations in soil hydraulic properties with depth were moderate. To

evaluate the applicability of the influence coefficient method in more

heterogeneous media, a case of strongly stratified soil is considered. .

The geometry, initial conditions and boundary conditions remain as

before with the surface flux equal to 0.01 cm h'1 but with soil

° properties as shown in Fig. 2.8. Pressure head variations along the

initial water table level were computed with HYDRO using both the

influence coefficient method and 2 x 2 numerical integration for element

matrix computation and using Runge-Kutte time integration with
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Table 2.3 Computed centroidal Darcy’s flux of four selected
elements at a time of 300 hours.

qx-cn/hr qz-cn/hr

E1 t Numerical Influence Numerical Influence
Integration Coefficient Integration Coefficient

44 -0.157x10"* -0.155x10‘* -0.659x10"' -0.'743x10"*
_ 54 -0 . 259x10" -0 . 305x10" -0. 704x10°* -0 . 751x10"'

95 -0. 866x10"' -0 . 85'7x10"’ -0 . 538x10'°' -0.577x10"’
160 0 . 271x10" 0

_
233x]_Q"" 0 . 626x10"* 0 . 709x10"* ‘
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Figure 2.8 Details of the flow domain for the strongly stratified

soil medium. Material numbers refer to soil properties

given in Appendix C.
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Atrk = 30 h having five subdivisions for the first three time

increments. The results for the two methods are again in good

agreement (Fig. 2.9). Variations of centroidal fluxes with time were

investigated for three elements selected to represent locations of

highly nonlinear oil properties. The agreement between the results of

the two methods are excellent for horizontal fluxes (Fig. 2.10b),

_ however, some discripencies occur for vertical fluxes at short

simulation times (Fig. 2.10a). A possible reason for these deviations is

the use of centroidal soil hydraulic properties within an element at

times of rapid changes in pressure head.

The discussion of the previous sections related to the various

element matrices and time integration schemes suggest that the

flexibility of the computer code HYDRO can be increased by

incorporating the variable time increment finite difference method to

_ solve the flow problem within the subdivisions of the first three time

increments. This procedure would automatically yield the optimum time

increment of a subdivision. In specyfying the number of subdivisions,

care must be taken to not use a too larger value that would cause

convergence problems at subsequent predictor-corrector steps.

l
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CONCLUSIONS

From the results presented in the previous sections, the following

conclusions can be drawn.

e
1) The finite element method incorporating a suitable time marching

scheme can be effectively used to analyze flow in a partially

saturated medium with various boundary conditions and point

sources. Use of a predictor-corrector method with fourth order

Runge—Kutte approximations to handle time integration allows the

use of higher time increments than when time derivatives are

approximated by finite difference. The Runge—Kutte approach can

be successfully applied by incorporating a suitable extrapolation

technique to estimate the value of the variable at any node for the

next time increment. In all cases studied, convergence occurred

within 3 to 4 iterations with an accuracy of 0.001 cm.

2. The minimum number of subdivisions required for the first three

time increment of the Runge—Kutte method will depend on the size

of the Runge-Kutte time step as well as on the nature of the

problem concerned. In the analysis of soils with highly nonlinear

soil properties or heterogenity or boundaries involving rapid

changes in pressure head values, it is desirable to increase the

number of subdivision than decreasing the time increment for

overall computation efficiency. In general it is preferable to use

between 3 to 5 subdivisions for most field problems and this value

can be increased if necessary for soil with highly nonhomogeneous

and nonlinear soil properties or if higher time increments are

i
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desired.

3. The minimum number of subdivisions required for the first three

time increments of the Runge—Kutte method will depend on the size

of the Runge-Kutte time step as well a on the nature of the

problem. In the analysis of soils with highly nonlinear oil

properties or with boundaries involving rapid changes in pressure

head, it is desirable to increase the number of ubdivisions rather

than decrease the Runge-Kutte time increment to obtain best

overall computational efficiency for relatively long simulation times.

In general it has been found that 3-5 subdivision are appropriate

for most problems. This value may need to be increased for soils

with highly nonhomogeneous and nonlinear soil properties or if

higher time increments are desired.

4. The method of influence coefficients produced heads that agreed

closely with those obtained using numerical integration. Rates of

convergence and solution accuracy produced by this method were

good for heterogeneous soil profiles with highly nonlinear soil

properties. The use of centroidal soil properties in computing

element matrices gave dependable results and reduced

computational cots. The only limitation of the influence coefficient

method is that the geometry of the domain must be discretized

using only linear rectangular or triangular elements.

5. Hydraulic fluxes computed by the method of influence coefficients

generally compared well with those computed by numerical

integration although some deviations were observed under highly

nonlinear conditions perhaps owing to the use of average element
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properties. For subsequent analysis of the movement of chemical

wastes, fluxes could be computed with les effort by computing the

total potential field directly.

6. The average total CPU time required with the influence coefficient

method was approximately 60% of that for 2 x 2 Gaussian

integration. Therefore, the method of influence coefficients

provides an attractive method of increasing the computational

efficiency of finite element solutions of highly nonlinear flow

problems while maintaining olution accuracy.
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CHAPTER III

EFFECTS OF HYSTERESIS WITH AIR ENTRAPMENT ON WATER FLOW

ABSTRACT _

Effects of hyteresis with air entrapment on water content and head

distribution, surface fluxes and water balance components are

investigated by finite element simulations of flow in one- and -

two—dimensional spatial domains. Results of one-dimensional analyses

indicate that effects of hysteresis are markedly influenced by surface

boundary conditions and to a lesser extent by initial conditions.

Stipulation of flux-controlled boundary condition results in minimal

hysteretic effects, while potential-type boundary conditions produce

substantial deviations between hysteretic and nonhysteretic simulations.

The latter effects are attributable in large part to differences in

surface conductivity associated with air entrapment. Predicted water

content distributions for nonhysteretic simulations using main drying

functions deviated much more from hysteretic model results than

nonhysteretic simulations based on main wetting functions. For

two-dimensional problems, predicted infiltration, evaporation and -

seepage fluxes and soil water storage changes were much higher for

nonhysteretic simulations using main drying functions than for

hysteretic simulations; predictions based on main wetting functions

deviated less markedly from hysteretic simulations. Introduction of

heterogeneity in the porous medium diminished effects of hysteresis on

infiltration and seepage, but accentuated differences in evaporation due

,
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to interactions between evaporation and seepage boundaries suggesting

that the influence of heterogeneity on hysteretic effects will be

problem-specific.

INTRODUCTION

Hysteresis in soil hydraulic properties is commonly neglected in

analyses of water movement in the unsaturated zone. To a large extent

this is motivated by expediency since hysteretic models are

computationally more involved than nonhysteretic models and require
A

information which is often not readily available. Unanimity does not

exist concerning the significance of hysteresis on field scale flow and

transport predictions. While a number of studies have demonstrated

substantial error may be incurred by ignoring hystereis (Rubin,

1967; Royer and Vachaud, 1975; Beese and van der Ploeg, 1976; Stauffer
·

and Dracos, 1984), others have found effects to be rather small

(Pickens and Gillham, 1980). It is sometimes suggested that effects of

spatial variability of soil hydraulic properties may overwhelm local

hysteretic effects; however, it has been shown that such variability

will itself induce apparent hysteretic effect at larger spatial averaging

scales (Montaglou and Gelhar, 1985) indicating that the magnitude of

hysteretic effects will depend on the implied scale of averaging for a

particular problem.

A number of models for describing the hysteretic relationship

between water content (9) and pressure head (h) have been developed.

These include theoretical models of pore—scale hysteresis based on the
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domain theory of capillary hysteresis (Topp, 1971; Mualem, 1974, 1984)

and a variety of empirical models (Gillham et al., 1976; Killough, 1976;

Hoa et al., 1977; Scott et al., 1983). Calibration, in both instances,

generally require knowledge of one primary wetting branch and one

primary draining branch of 6(h). A substantial constraint on the

general applicability of mot hysteresis models is the assumption that

B(h) exhibits closure at h=0, indicating residual air entrapment to be

either nonexistant or independent of saturation history. In field soils,

variations in air entrapment are expected which have been shown to

substantially affect water flow (Stauffer and Dracos, 1984; Fayer and

Hillel, 1986a, 1986b).

Numerical models capable of solving complex variably saturated flow

problems have been well documented in literature (e.g., Neuman, 1973;

Huyakorn et al., 1984; Kaluarachchi and Parker, 1987). Analyses of
'

hysteretic flow for one—dimensional (Rubin, 1967; Staple, 1969; Dane and

Wierenga, 1975; Milly, 1982; Curtis and Watson; 1984) and

two-dimensional problems (Perrens and Watson, 1977; Hoa et al., 1977;

Pickens and Gillham, 1980; Stauffer and Dracos, 1984; Fayer and Hillel, _

1986b) have identified various facets of the effect of hysteresis for

pecific conditions. However, no systematic analyses of the effects of

varying boundary and initial conditions or flow domain geometry and

material heterogeneity have been reported, and except for specific case

studies by Stauffer and Dracos (1984) and Fayer and Hillel (1986b),

effects of air entrapment have not been considered. In this paper, we

present results of such analyses with the purpose of evaluating effects

„ of hysteresis with air entrapment on water movement for situations of
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sufficient complexity to allow inference to realistic field problems.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Hydraulic properties

We will employ the model of Kool and Parker (1987) to describe

hysteretic soil hydraulic properties. This model uses an empirical

scheme to describe the hysteretic pressure—saturation, 6(h), functional

including entrapped air effects, and predicts the assumed

nonhyteretic hydraulic conductivity function K(8) from the 9(h)

relations. The principal advantage of the model is its parametric

simplicity, which substantially lightens the burden of calibration and

facilitates its implementation with minimal effort. Guidelines for

parameter evaluation have been given by Kool and Parker (1987) and

Kool et al. (1986). Only the essential features of the model will be
n

outlined here.

Main drainage and wetting branches of the 9(h) functional are

described by van Genuchten’s (1980) equation written as:

d
Gr + (6Sd—6,)[1+¤«dh¤¤]·¤ h < 0

B (h) = gsd h > 0 (3.161)

9,- + (9SW—9,-)[1+|«Wh|¤]'m h < 0 '
W :6 (h) BSW h > 0 (3.1b)

where Osd and HSW are satiated water contents for the main drying

curve, 9d(h), and main wetting curve, 6‘^'(h), respectively, 6, is the

residual water content, ad and aw are path—dependent parameters, n is
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a parameter asumed independent of saturation path (see Kool and

Parker, 1987), and m=1—1/n. The difference 6Sd-BSW represents the

maximum residual entrapped air content.

Drainage scanning 6(h) curves are predicted by rescaling 6d(h) to

pas through 6,- and the last wetting-to—drying reversal point (6A,hA)

by replacing 6sd in (3.1a) by:

6 6d -6 - 6 ad -6d(h)3ud : (3•2)
6 (h,)) — 6,-

Imbibition scanning curves are predicted by replacing 6,. and 6W in

(3.1b) by 6; and Bu", respectively, defined by
l

6 [6W -6 ] - 6" [6"(h )—6 ]
‘

3) = (3.3)
9s" · 6w(hA)

where is now the last drying—to—wetting reversal point, and 98,-

is the residual entrapped air content (i.e., entrapped air at h=0 on the

wetting scanning curve) estimated by:

1 1 1 '1
Gar: —-—-— + ———- + l-— (3.5)

6Sd — 6., 6sd - 6SW 6sd - Br

Note that Bar depends on saturation history through 6,,. Specifically,

as the water content at initiation of wetting (i.e., 6,,) diminishes,

residual entrapped air increases such that
6u—>6s‘^’

as 6A->6,• where 6,3 is

the satiated water content. As a result, if the soil has been recently

subjected to marked drying, scanning hysteresis loops will be nearly
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closed in the vicinity of BSW, while for less dry prior conditions,

higher satiated water contents, Gu>6BW, will occur.

The foregoing 9(h) model is attractive by virtue of ils

computational simplicity and the necessity of only storing the most

recent reversal point. The cost of not imposing closure of scanning

loops i that a "pumping" phenomenon will arise if cyclic boundary

conditions occur (Jayne, 1985). Alternative 6(h) models may be

employed to avoid such problems (e.g., Hanks et al., 1969; Mualem, 1974,

1984; Parker and Lenhard, 1987). However, in the present study we

will confine our attention to problems involving a small number of

reversals for which the proposed model will suffice.

To describe components of the hydraulic conductivity tensor, Kgj,

we assume that Kij = kI.Ksij where kr is the relative permeability and

Kij is the ij saturated conductivity defined as the value at We

assume kr to be nonhysteretic and given by:

kr =
Se‘/’

[ 1 — (1-Sg/m)m
]’

(3.6a)

Se = (9-91-)/(9sd—91·) (3.6b)

where S6 is the effective saturation.
A

Variab1y—saturated flow

Water flow in an isothermal, incompressible, variably saturated

porous medium in two dimensions will be described by Richard’s

equation assuming pressure gradients in the continuous air phase to

be negligible. The form we employ is
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ah 6 GQ 6 6QC(h) Q — Q Kx(h) Q + Q Kz(h) Q (3.7)

where h i the pressure head, §=h+z is the total hydraulic head, Kx

and KZ are components of the conductivity tensor along the assumed

principal directions x and z with z the vertical coordinate measured

positive upwards, C = @6/äh is the specific water capacity, and t is

time. Initial and boundary conditions for (3.7) are

h(x,z,t) = hO(x,z) for t = 0 in S (3.86)

6(x,z,t) = 6o(x,z) for t = 0 in S (3.8b)

h(x,z,t) = h,(x,z,t) for t > 0 on I', (3.8c)

6*}
l

60
-— Kx + KZ ·n = qu(t) for t >· 0 on I', (3.8d)

where S denotes the entire flow domain and I', and I', are portions of

the boundary. Equations (3.8a) and (3.8b) describe the initial condition

in terms of pressure ho and water content Gu both of which must be

stipulated owing to the nonuniqueness of 6(h). Equations (3.8c) and

(3.8d) describe Dirichlet or potential—type boundary condition on I',

and Neumann or flux—type boundary conditions on I', where I! is the

unit normal outward vector and qu is the magnitude of the normal flux
I

across the boundary.

In addition to the boundary conditions described by (3.8c) and

(3.8d) with h, and qu known functions of time, conditions are often

encountered in flow problems in which h, and qu are time—dependent

/
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functions of flow. Specifically, atmospheric boundary conditions may

occur on boundary segments in contact with the atmosphere on which

Iqnl is maximized subject to the constraint that hmm < h < 0. On

potential seepage boundaries, the additional constraint is imposed that

if a point on the potential seepage face occurs at which qn changes

sign, h=O at all nodes along the face with elevations lower than this

point. The length of the seepage boundary i time-dependent and

requires a suitable iterative procedure to be evaluated. The finite

element program HYDRO decribed in chapter II (Kaluarachchi and

Parker, 1987), with modifications to accomodate atmospheric and seepage

boundary conditions and to implement the hydraulic property model

described in the preceding section, was used for the analyses reported

in this paper. Numerical accuracy of the code was verified for a

number of the simulations by performing mass balance checks which

indicated mass balance errors within 5 percent in all cases.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Flow simulations were conducted for a number of hypothetical

scenarios with various initial and boundary conditions in one- and

two-dimensional homogeneous and nonhomogeneous domains. Each

scenario was analysed using three procedures to define the

constitutive relationships: (1) hysteretic 6(h) as described in the

preceding section, (2) nonhysteretic 6(h) corresponding to the main

wetting curve, and (3) nonhysteretic 6(h) correponding to the main

drying curve. For brevity, these simulations will be referred to as H,
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NW and ND cases, respectively. One—dimensional problems will be used

to identify critical factors associated with the initial and surface

boundary conditions to be investigated further in two—dimensional flow

domains.

Hydraulic properties of the hypothetical materials employed in the

simulations (Table 3.1) are illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Note that both soil

materials have nonclosed main hysterei branches indicative of air

entrapment (Fig. 3.1a). Most simulations will involve homogeneous Soil

1. Soil 2 was selected to represent a material with lower conductivity

than Soil 1 for use in nonhomogeneous two—dimensional simulations.

Hydraulic conductivities were assumed to be isotropic (KS=KSx=KSZ) with

KB of Soil 1 taken 20 times greater than that of Soil 2. Identical

nonhysteretic kI•(6) functions (Eq. 3.6) were employed for all three

_ simulation procedures.

It may be noted that the ND and NW cases bracket the extremes of

nonhyteretic 6(h) curves which may be experimentally determined.

The most common calibration procedure for 6(h) is to use laboratory

equilibrium drainage measurments. In principle, one may obtain 6d(h)

from such measurements if care is taken to achieve complete saturation.

In practice, a drying scanning curve will normally be measured for

which Guéösd. Similarly for imbibition measurements, wetting scanning

curves with Bswéßulüsd will normally ebe obtained. In the cae of field

measurements under ambient atmospheric conditions, single—valued

functions may be fit through data which comprise a complex sequence

of scanning paths bounded by 6‘^'(h) and 6d(h).
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Figure 3.1 Hydraulic properties of soils used in simulations.
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Example 1: One—dimensional flux infiltration with uniform initial

conditions.

The objective of the first two examples is to evaluate the effects of

hysteresis on infiltration as influenced by surface boundary conditions.

The total domain is taken to be a 100 cm long vertical column of Soil 1

with a zero-flux lower boundary and with initial conditions

corresponding to a constant moisture content of 0.2. For the NW

simulation, the initial head corresponds to Bw(h), and for ND and H

simulations 6d(h) was employed. The respective initial pressure heads

were -44 cm for NW and -75 cm for ND and H simulations.

The upper boundary condition in the present example involved

constant flux infiltration with qu = 0.3 cm h" which is 15% of the

saturated conductivity of the soil and is also lower than K(6Sw) which

will be the maximum K for the NW case. The computed water content

distributions for simulation times up to 17.8 h are shown in Fig. 3.2 for

H, NW and ND cases. At the final simulation time, the surface water

_ content for all case ha reached an asymptotic value of 0.374

corresponding to the 6 at which qu = K(B). Likewise, due to the

uniqueness of K(9), flux-control of the upper boundary, and constancy

of initial water content, the 9(z,t) distributions show only small

Variations among the H, NW and ND cases. Variations in h(z,t) between

the different cases will be much greater, reflecting the various 9(h)

relations for each. For example, at the soil surface at t=17.8 h,°

pressure heads for the three cases were -16.1, -13.3 and -33.3 cm for

H, NW and ND simulations, respectively.
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Results of this example indicate that B(h) hysteresis will have little

effect on water content distributions when the surface boundary is

flux—controlled and initial water content is uniform. We caution that

_ imposing uniform initial pressure head distributions is not expected to

lead to similar conclusions (Hopmans and Dane, 1986) since this would

result in different initial water content distributions depending on the

assumed B(h) relationship and the saturation history. In particular,

initial water content and hence rate of wetting front advance would be

greater for ND than NW simulations. Hysteretic simulations would lie

intermediate depending on the assumed history.

Example Z: One-dimensional ponded infiltration with uniform initial

conditions.

In thi example we repeat the analysis of Example 1 but with the

upper boundary condition now specified as a fixed-potential type with

h=0. The computed water content distributions up to t = 6 h for H, NW

and ND simulations are shown in Fig. 3.3. Note that at h = O the

satiated water contents are BSW = 0.400 for the NW case, BSd : 0.500

for the ND case, and Bu = 0.405 for the H simulation. Note that only

one scanning curve is- involved for the H simulation because of the

assumed uniform initial condition and that the small difference between

Bu and BSW is due to the relatively dry initial condition. Due to the

imposed boundary conditions, surface water contents are controlled at

their respective satiated values. Surface fluxes are in turn controlled

by the value of K(B) corresponding to the surface water content. For

the present material properties and initial conditions, ratios of
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K(6S“’):K(6u):K(9Sd) are 1.0:1.08:/1.92 and duasi—steady state infiltration

rates for NW, H and ND simulations will eventually approach these

proportions. At shorter times, differences in the C(h) functions appear

to ameleorate the effects of large surface K differences. Over the

duration of the simulation, cumulative infiltration for the NW simulation

was 1.01 times that of the H simulation while the ND case was 3.35

times greater.

For the fixed—potential boundary condition, differences between NW

and ND simulations are clearly substantial. For the initial conditions of

this example, H simulations closely follow the NW case. However, since

it is presumed that air entrapment diminishes as the initial condition

becomes wetter, H simulations may be expected to gradually approach

the ND case as the initial uniform water content is increased. .

Example 3: One—dimensional infiltration and evaporation with nonuniform

initial conditions.

The results of the two previous examples showed the effects of

hysteresis on infiltration with uniform initial conditions and

constant—head or constant—flux surface boundary conditions. We turn

now to consideration of the effects of hysteresis for nonuniform initial

conditions and time-varying boundary conditions. For this purpose,

the identical flow domain as in the previous examples was employed

with equilibrium initial conditions, zero—flux lower boundary and

atmospheric-type upper boundary conditions corresponding to rainfall

for a period Oétét, followed by potential evaporation for t,<tét,. We

discuss simulation results for the infiltration and evaporation intervals
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in turn. - r

InfiltrationInitial

conditions for the simulations were assumed to correspond te

hydrostatic equilibrium with the lower boundary at zero pressure.

Accordingly, initial pressure distributions varied linearly from zero at

the lower boundary te -100 cm at the soil surface. The initial water

content distribution for hysteretic simulations was assumed to

correspond to the main drying 9(h) curve. A rainfall rate of 4.0 cm
h"‘

was applied for a duration t, = 5.9 h. Since this rainfall rate is

twice as great as KS for the soil, surface pending (h=0) occurs after a

relatively short period for all simulations.

Computed water content distributions for H, NW and ND simulations

are shown in Fig. 3.4. Comparison of H and NW simulations (Fig. 3.4a)

indicates fairly close cerrespendence at early times, but_ progressively

greater discrepancies as time procedes. The cerrespendence at early

times reflects the similarity of ponded water contents at the surface

which in turn controls the surface flux to a large extent. At longer

times the effects of variable initial water content distributions

increasingly deminate the simulations. The dominant influence of initial

conditions in these simulations is attributable to differences in the

amount of water needed to fill the unsaturated pore volume between

initial and satiated water contents which increase with depth resulting

in more rapid advance of the wetting front for H simulations compared

to the NW case. A second factor which will influence the results is the

fact that, in contrast to Example 1 and 2, different scanning curves

with gradually decreasing entrapped air contents are followed at
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progressively greater depths. For the specific initial conditions and

duration of rainfall, differences in scanning curves were rather small,

however, for longer infiltration times or different initial conditions, this

behavior may have a much greater effect. Over the duration of the

application period, cumulative infiltration for the NW case was 1.07

times that for the H simulation.

Large deviations occur between H and ND simulations (Fig. 3.4b)

due in large measure to the higher water content at the ponded

urface for the ND case and correspondingly greater conductivity and

surface flux. Due to the increase in initial water content with depth,

the rate of wetting front advance accelerates with time resulting in an

increasing disparity between H and ND simulations as time procedes.

Cumulative infiltration for the ND case was 3.0 times greater than for

the H simulation.
’

.

Evaporation

Immediately following the infiltration stage, a potential evaporation

surface condition was imposed for a duration (tz - t,) = 120 h. The

surface flux was maintained at the potential evaporation rate of 0.02 cm

h" until pressure head at the surface reached -900 cm, after which a

constant head condition was imposed. The switch to Neumann-type

boundary condition at h=—900 cm was impoed to avoid numerical

difficulties associated with the asymptotic approach of h to -¤¤ as 9->6r.

Note that 6¤6,• at h=-900 cm (Fig. 3.1a). Computed water content

profiles during the evaporation stage are shown in Fig. 3.5. Within the

zone wetted during infiltration, water content distributions for H and

NW simulations exhibit moderate deviations during the evaporation
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period (Fig. 3.5a). At greater depths, devations become larger

reflecting different initial distributions preceding infiltration and as

well as different redistribution behavior. Cumulative evaporation

predicted for the NW simulation over the 120 h period was 1.2 times

greater than that for the H simulation due to more rapid redistribution

of infiltrated water in the latter case.

Water distributions for the ND case during the evaporation period

bear virtually no similarity to those of the H simulation, due in large

part to the large differences in water contents at the end of the

infiltration period (Fig. 3.5b). Because of the greater total amount of

water in the profile for the ND case, constant—flux evaporation

continues for a longer time before the Neumann boundary condition

occurs and evaporation rate diminishes. As a result, cumulative

evaporation for the ND case is predicted to be 2.0 times greater than -

for the corresponding H simulation.

Example 4: Infiltration, evaporation and seepage in a two—dimensional,

homogeneous soil domain

The flow domain for this problem is taken to be a 1.6 m thick, 10

m long bed with a 1:25 slope on lower and upper surfaces except at

the toe where a 1:1.64 slope impinges on the point of lowest elevation

as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Zones 1 and 2 are both assumed to have

properties of Soil 1 used in previous simulations (Table 3.1). Boundary

segments BA and AD are taken as zero-flux boundaries while DC and

CB are potential seepage faces subjected to atmospheric conditions

— involving a period of rainfall (O¢tét,) followed by evaporation (t,¢tét,).
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Example 4 - Zones 1 and 2 both refer to soil type 1.

Example 5 — Zones 1 and 2 refer to soil types 1 and 2

respectively.
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Initial condition for the simulations correspond to static equilibrium

with the toevof the slope (point B) at zero pressure head. As in

previous examples, initial water contents for the hysteretic simulation

were assumed to correspond to the main drainage curve. Rainfall is

applied at 4.0 cm
h'°‘

for a period t, Z 18.7 h. At this application

rate, ponding occurs within 0.2 - 2.1 h for all simulations. It is

assumed that the pressure head along the atmospheric boundary cannot

exceed zero and rainfall excess is considered to run off

instantaneously. Likewise along the seepage face, all rainfall is

regarded as runoff. During the evaporation period from t, Z 18.7 h to

tz Z 138.7 h, potential evaporation was 0.02 cm h" which was assumed

to be met as long as the surface pressure head exceeded -900 cm as in

Example 4.

Computed zero-pressure head contours for H, NW and ND

simulations during infiltration and evaporation periods are shown in

Fig. 3.7. Note that the zero-pressure head contour demarks the upper

edge of the seepage face. As in Example 4, fairly close correspondence

between NW and H simulations is observed while ND predictions indicate

a gross overestimation of infiltration into the soil. This is ·more

directly evident in Fig. 3.8, which shows the total infiltration flux on

the atmospheric boundary for H, NW and ND cases computed by

summing nodal fluxes along the boundary. Analogous results for total

evaporation and seepage fluxes along the boundary are given in Figs

3.9 and 3.10, respectively. The constant flux stage of evaporation

continues for 24 h for the ND case, which is about twice as long as for

the NW and H cases. Thereafter, the ND cae evaporation flux
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'Figure3.7 Variation of zero—pressure head contours with time for

Example 4. Curves 1, 2, 3 and 4 refer to 10.1, 16.7,

18.7 and 138.7 h from the commencement of infiltration,

respectively.
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continues to exceed the H simulation flux, which in turn exceeds the

NW case. Seepage hydrographs exhibit markedly different patterns for

the three cases, but again ND—H deviations are much more severe for

the initial and boundary conditions impoed than NW-H differences. A

more concise characterization of the net effects of the different

assumed hydraulic models may be obtained by considering various

components of a time-integrated water balance over the duration of the

simulation. For this purpose, we have computed cumulative total fluxes

along the atmospheric boundary occurring as infiltration, evaporation,

and seepage. Runoff was computed as the difference between the total

rainfall (7.48
m’

per m width) and infiltration. Net change in water

storage in the soil was computed as the difference between infiltration

and evaporation plus seepage. For the NW simulation, moderate

underestimation of infiltration and seepage occurred relative to the H

simulation while runoff and evaporation were overestimated. Net

storage change for the NW case was 0.77 of that for the H simulation.

In contrast, the ND simulation resulted in large overestimates of

infiltration, seepage and evaporation, much less runoff and a net

storage change 1.6 times greater than for the H simulation. Due to the

substantial discrepancies in storage changes for the various cases, we

may anticipate that effects of ignoring hysteresis will be further

amplified if a second infiltration event were to follow the present

simulations.
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Example 5: Infiltration, evaporation and seepage in a two—dimensional,

heterogeneous soil domain

In this example, we investigate the influence of nonhomogeneity in

the flow domain on effects of hysteresis. The geometry of the problem

and initial and boundary conditions are taken to be identical to

Example 4, but with Zones 1 and 2 of the flow domain (Fig. 3.6)

represented by material properties of Soils 1 and 2 (Table 3.1),

respectively.

Predicted zero—pressure head contours for H, NW and ND

simulations are shown in Fig. 3.11 for selected times during rainfall

and potential evaporation periods. Relative to the corresponding

‘ homogeneous case, marked differences are observed due to impedance

of vertical) and lateral water movement in the soil. As in the

homogeneous case, substantial deviations occur between ND and H

simulations while NW and H simulation discrepancies are less severe.

Details of the behavior for the different simulations are more readily

discerned by comparing total infiltration, evaporation and seepage

fluxes on the atmospheric boundary versus time for H, NW and ND

cases (Figs. 3.12 — 3.14). Comparison with Example 4 indicates that

differences between NW- and H-simulated infiltration fluxes and,

especially, seepage fluxes are smaller for the nonhomogeneous medium,

suggesting that effects of hysteresis are diminished by heterogeneity.

However, it is also observed that deviations between ND and H or NW

simulation evaporation fluxes are larger for the heterogeneous case

relative to the corresponding homogeneous problem indicating that
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Figure 3.11 Variation of zero-pressure head contours with time for
‘

Example 5. Curves 1, 2, 3 and 4 refer to 6.1, 10.4,
18.2 and 138.7 h from the commencement of infiltratiou,

respectively.
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generalities regarding the influence of heterogeneity on hysteresis

effects must be drawn with caution. The cause of the relatively large

evaporative fluxes in the ND case in the heterogeneous domain is

attributable to the contribution of capillary rise from the water table

adjacent to the seepage face which in turn reflects the predicted slow

water table fall due to greater lateral flow impedance. This increased

impedance is also evidenced in the substantially greater damping in the

seepage hydrographs for the homogeneous material compared to those

of Example 4. Temporally averaged effects of the lower conductivity

material of Zone 2 on surface fluxes is clearly evident in the water

balance components computed for the duration of the simulation (Table

3.2). Introduction of heterogeneity into the system is seen to

generally reduce the discrepancies between ND—H and NW-H simulation

water balance components. The marked exception is for evaporation

which is predicted to be 4.5 times larger for the ND simulation than

the H simulation while the NW case is only 0.97 times the H simulation

value.

CONCLUSIONS

Effects of ignoring hystereis with air entrapment in analyses of

unsaturated flow, have been shown to vary with specific boundary and

initial conditions and problem geometry. Minimal effects of hysteresis

may be expected when flux-controlled boundary conditions occur, as

for example for low intensity rainfall or evaporation, and when similar

initial water content distributions occur. Under such circumstances,
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evolution of water content profiles will depend predominantly on the

K(9) function which exhibits little hysteresis. Correct prediction of

pressure head distributions, however, will still require the appropriate

hysteretic 6(h).

Much larger differences between hysteretic and nonhysteretic

simulations arise when potential-type boundary conditions occur.

Substantial differences were observed during ponded infiltration for H

and ND simulations while H-NW differences were comparatively small.

Air entrapment has a major effect by reducing the conductivity at the

soil surface, and hence the infiltration rate, for the NW case relative to

ND simulations. For wetting from relatively dry initial conditions,

actual air entrapment will be similar to that corresponding to the main

wetting 6(h) curve, resulting in better correspondence between H-NW

than H-ND simulations. t

Variations in initial conditions can influence the effects of

hysteresis in several ways. When initial conditions involve prescribed

heads rather than water contents, substantially different initial water

content distributions will be predicted for nonhysteretic simulations

depending on °whether draining or wetting properties are employed,

and for hysteretic simulations depending on the saturation history. As

a result, different quantities of water will be available for evaporation

or redistribution and different water deficits will affect rates of

penetration of infiltrating water. Nonconstant initial water contents

will result in hysteretic simulations following different scanning curves

with different potential entrapped air amounts at each depth, which

will produce behavior not readily approximated by a single monotonic
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function. When boundary conditions change, for example from

infiltration to evaporation, conditions at the end of the infiltration

event may control subsequent behavior to a large extent. Errors

incurred due to disregarding hysteresis at earlier times will tend to be

magnified rather than damped with time unless conditions arise which

- cause the oil to become uniformly saturated or very dry.

In the tw0—dimensional problems, marked differences were observed

in infiltration and evaporation fluxes, seepage hydrographs and net

changes in soil water storage between hysteretic and nonhysteretic

simulations, with H—ND differences most severe. Differences between

H—NW simulations were less marked but increased with simulation time

particularly as boundary conditions changed. Introducing

heterogeneity into the system resulted in a diminution of the effects of

hysteresis on infiltration and seepage, but further accentuated

differences in evaporation predicted with and without consideration of

hysteresis due to specific interactions between seepage and evaporation

in this problem. Thus, it would appear that while heterogeneity may

attenuate effects of hysteresis in certain cases, this should not be

taken as an general truth.

The results indicate that except for very simple initial and

boundary conditions and system geometries, disregarding hysteresis —-

especially when air entrapment is a consideration —- will lead to

substantial errors in predicted water content and pressure

distributions and surface fluxes. We suggest that in the absence of

detailed knowledge of hysteretic soil hydraulic properties, use of a

simple parametric model for hysteresis will be preferable to
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- disregarding hysteresis entirely.
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CHAPTERT IV

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF NITROGEN TRANSPORT

AND TRANSFORMATION

ABSTRACT

A two dimensional finite element model based on Galerkin’s weighted

reidua] approach and incorporating an upstream weighting technique

wa developed to predict the simultaneous transformation and transport

of nitrogen species. The nitrogen cycle used in the analyses asumes
i

first order rate coefficients for nitrification, denitrification,

immobilization and mineralization between the nitrogen species NH4+,
‘ NO3°, organic—N and denitrified fractions. The NO3"-N component in the

soi] solution was asumed to have negligible adsorption on exchange

sites while adorption of NH4+ was asumed to be represented by a

Freundlich type nonlinear isotherm (S = KdCP). The accuracy and

validity of the proposed model was examined by comparison with

analytica] mode] results and available field data. The results showed

improved accuracy and stability with the upstream weighting approach

in comparion to the standard weighted residual method. A sensitivity

study of the kinetics of the nitrogen cycle showed that both

concentration and cumulative mass distribution of different nitrogen

species are substantially affected by the nitrification rate but to a

lesser extend by the distribution coefficient kd for
NH4"‘

adsorption

and less so by nonlinear coefficient p. To evaluate the applicability of

the model in actual field situations, data on groundwater nitrogen
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concentration beneath a functioning drainfield site were compared with

the results of numerical simulations. Predicted results agreed with the

observed data within the bounds of experimental errors.

INTRODUCTION

Contamination of groundwater resources with nitrogen species is

an important environmental concern. Common sources of nitrogen

contamination in groundwater include leachate from lagoons, drainfields

and land application systems used for disposal of domestic, industrial

and agricultural wastewater; land disposal of sludges, manure and

other olid wastes; and losses from excess applied nitrogen fertilizer.

To model the movement of nitrogen species through the unsaturated

zone to groundwater and subsequently in the groundwater itself, due
‘
consideration must be igiven to the complex interactions and

transformations involved in the nitrogen cycle. The principal forms of

soil nitrogen are NH,+, NO„', organic—N and denitrified gaseous

nitrogen species. Most solution phase N will be in the form of NH„+ or

NO;,', although the former is less prone to leaching due to retardation

by solid phase partitioning associated with cation exchange on

negatively charged soil surfaces.

A number of concurrent biological transformations between nitrogen

species may occur which will continuously alter the distribution of N ‘

among various forms. The exact mechanisms controlling these

transformations are generally not fully understood and in most

instances the reactions are assumed to be first-order and reversible
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and/or irreversible depending on the specific species. An important

additional mitigating factor in nitrogen transport within the zone of

active plant activity is uptake of N by plant roots.

Mathematical modeling of nitrogen movement in soils is further

complicated by spatial and temporal variations in soil properties and

hydraulic conditions which influence N transformation and transport.

Early researchers (Cho, 1971; Misra et al., 1974) circumvented these

difficulties by assuming homogeneous soil systems subject to steady

state flow regimes for which analytical solutions to the

convection-dispersion equation are feasible given also suitable

simplifications in the description of N transformations. Such simplified
A

models have been successfully applied to well controlled laboratory

column experiments enabling verification of the adequacy of first—order

kinetics to decribe nitrification and denitrification reactions (Starr et _

al., 1974; Stanford _et al., 1975).

The major disadvantage of analytical models is that field situations

can seldom be adequately represented as homogeneous systems under

steady state hydraulic conditions. In order to describe soil systems in

a more realistic manner, it is necessary to consider explicitly the

nonuniforinity in soil properties which may affect nitrogen transport

and transformations and the transient nature of atmospheric conditions

which controls the hydraulic regime and surface N inputs and losses.

To accomodate such phenomena, the use of numerical models becomes

mandatory.

Numerical models describing the movement of nitrogen species

which accomodate transient flow conditions based on a mixing cell

V
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approach have been proposed by various researchers (Duffy et al.,-

1975; van Veen and Frissell, 1976). More recently, models based on

finite difference analyses have been described by Gureghian et al.

(1979) and Selim and Ikandar (1981a). The latter has been validated

under field conditions (Selim and Iskandar, 1981b). A major limitation

of these models is that they are restricted to one dimension which

precludes application to problems where sources are nonuniformly

distributed or where flow paths are divergent.
l

The objectives of this paper are to present a flexible and

computationally efficient two dimensional numerical model for the

prediction of transformation and transport of nitrogen species in a

variably saturated medium under transient flow conditions. The

accuracy and dependability of the model will be verified by selected

sensitivity analyses and model validation against available field data.

ANALYSIS OF VARIABLY SATURATED FLOW

The single phase formulation for flow in a variably saturated

domain under isothermal conditions in two dimensions may be written

a:

6 aß 6 aß ay

Z; [Kx('¢) E] + E [Kz('¢) IZ'] + 0* — C('¢) = 0 (4.1)

where $ is pressure head, Q = $+2 is the hydraulic head, KX and KZ

Z area components of the conductivity tenor along assumed principal

directions x and z with z taken as the vertical coordinate measured
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positive upwards, Q* is the flow due to sources or sinks located in the

region (L’L"T"), C = 69/We is the specific water capacity where 6 is

the volumetric water content, and t is time.

Soil hydraulic properties are asumed to be described by the van

Genuchten (1980) model as:

S0 =
Q

= []. + |¢x*10|n]"'m (4.2a)

K = KS $0*/* [1 - (4.2b)

where 60 and 9,. are saturated and residual water contents, K is the

saturated hydraulic conductivity, n is a parameter related to the pore

size distribution, a* is a constant and m = 1-l/n.

Initial and boundary conditionsfor (4.1) are

10(x,z,'O) = 100(x,t) for t=0 in R (4.3a)

*¢(x,z,t) = 10,(x,z,t) for t>0 on S, (4.3b)

—[Kx nx + KZ nZ] = qn(t) for t > 0 on S, (4.3c)
dx üz

where R denotes the entire flow domain and S, and S, are boundaries

of the domain. Equation (4.3a) describes the initial conditions in terms

' of the pressure function 100. Equation (4.3b) describes the boundary

S, on which Dirichlet or specified potential type boundary conditions

are applicable. Equation (4.3c) describes the Neuman or flux—type

boundary condition on S, where nx and nZ are unit vectors in the x

and z directions and qn is the flux normal to boundary S,. In

addition to these boundary conditions, parts of the flow domain may be
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exposed to atmospheric type conditions (rainfall or evaporation) for

which boundary condition may change between Dirichlet and Neuman

type. Seepage faces may also occur along part of the boundary which

cannot be a priori specified.

From the solution to (4.1) components of the water flux which are

required for analysis of species transport are obtained from Darcy’s

equation:

üé
qx =

‘ KX " (4•48)
ax

M
qZ = — KZ (4.4b)

where qx and qz are flux components in x and z directions,

respectively.

The numerical solution of the (4.1) is obtained by a Galerkin finite

element analysis. Details of the formulation and solution procedure

have been presented in chapter II and will not be repeated here.

ANALYSIS OF NITROGEN TRANSPORT

Governing Equations

A diagramatic representation of the nitrogen transformation model

is shown in Fig. 4.1. Nitrification (NH,+ ->
NO„‘)

and denitrification

(NO;' -9 denitrified-N) are assumed to follow irreversible first order

kinetics (Starr et al., 1974; Stanford et al., 1975). Conversion of the

intermediary
NO„“

during nitrification is assumed to be sufficienty

rapid to permit neglecting this species (Misra et al., 1974). First order
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kinetics are assumed also for immobilization of NH,"' and NO„’ to

organic fractions and for mineralization of organic nitrogen to NH,,+.

For simplicity, plant uptake of NH,"' and
NO„‘

are assumed to obey

zero order kinetics. Exchange of NH„+ between soil solution and

adsorbed phae is assumed to be reversible and instantaneous.

Solution phase NO„' and NH,+ are subject to convective—dispersive

transport described by:

6Si 6 6Ci 6 6Ci
pat + vt

_vx [Dx vx
—vz DZ vz

+T+T—QCi+Qi-O (4.5)

where Ci is the solution phase concentration of species i (ML"), p is

the bulk density of the medium (ML"), Si is the adsorbed mass of

species i per unit mass of soil (MM"), Ci* is the concentration of

species i in fluid line sources or sinks, and Qi is the net rate of

transformations for species i (ML""T"). The dispersion coefficients Dx

and DZ in the x and z directions are given by (Bear, 1972)

A
Dx = DO1- + Aiiqx/|q| + ATqZ/|q| (4.66)

DZ = DO1- + ALQZ/lql +

ATqx/lqlwhereDo is the molecular diffusion coefficient in bulk water (regarded

here as independent of species), AL and AT are longitudinal and

transverse dispersivities, |q| = (qif +
qZ’)‘/*

is the magnitude of the

hydraulic flux, and 1- = 6‘·°/98* is a tortuosity coefficient modeled

after Millington (1959). Off—diagor1al terms in the dispersion tensor are
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disregarded in the above formulation eliminating mixed space derivative

terms which would otherwise arise in (4.5).

Adsorption is considered instantaneous and reversible with

equilibrium defined by a Freundlich type isotherm of the form

Si = kd CiP (4.7)

where kd and p are parameters in general specific to the particular

soil material and species under conideration. Since adsorption will be

considered significant only for NH,+, we omit pecies subscripts on

Freundlich parameters.

Equation (4.5) may be simplified using (4.7) to eliminate Si under

the assumption of local equilibrium and employing also the continuity

equation for water: _

GQ üqx üqz

= - .._. ¤k 4.8at ax az + Q ( )

The resulting form of (4.5) is:

=2= ii L L °°1 °°1R16 ät _äxDXäx
_äzDZg+qxäx·

+ Q*(Ci—Ci*) + ii = 0 (4.9)

where the retardation factor Ri* is given by:

=k
Ri = 1 + ppkd CiP"/6 (4.10)

We shall regard species I and II to represent NH,+ and
NO3“,

respectively. All concentrations will be in N—equivalent mas per unit

volume of Soil solution i.e., C] and Cu denote solution phase NH,+—N
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. and NO,”-N, respectively. Since adsorption is assumed negligible for

NO,', R*II = 1. For the nitrogen transformation pathways shown in

Fig. 4.1, the net transformation rate Ö1 for NH,+—N can be written as

*1 = K1C16 "’ KzCI6 " PK:sSon + 71 (4-11)

where Son is the concentration of organic-N expressed as mass per

unit mass of soil, K,, K, and K, are first order rate coefficients (T")

for nitrification, immobilization of NH,+ and mineralization of organic-N,

respectively, and 11 is the zero order rate constant describing plant

uptake of NH,+—N. For NO,"—N the net transformation rate is given by

{II = K,CII6 + KSCIIG + ·yII — KICIÜ (4.12)

where K, and K, are first order rate constants for immobilization of

NO,° and for denitrification, respectively, and ·yII is the zero order

rate constant for N0,“—N uptake by

plants.Initialand boundary conditions for species transport may be

written as

Ci = Ci(x,z,0) for t = 0 in R (4.13a)

Ci = Cio(x,z,t) for t > 0 on S; (4.13b)

. - . _ ac- _ a(}·
’

qnCio - aq„Ci Dx_i Dx DZ 1 nZ for t > 0 on S, (4.13c)
öx öz •

Equation (4.13a) describes the initial distribution of species i.

Equation (4.13b) describes Dirichlet-type prescribed concentration

boundaries along surface S: with a surface concentration Cio.

Equation (4.13c) describes mixed—type boundaries on surface
S2,

for a=1
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when the right hand side corresponds to the total solute flux and

Neuman—type boundaries for a=0 when the RHS represents dispersive

flux only. Here Cio represents the applied surface concentration of

species
i.FiniteElement Formulation

Prior to discussing details of numerical solution procedures

employed for convective—dispersive transport, we note that the

expressions for NH,+—N and NO,'—N transformation rates (Eqs. 4.11 and

4.12) may both be written in the form:

Qi = HiCi + Gi (4.1421)

where for NH,+—N the Hi and Gi terms are given by:

H1 = K,6 + K26 (4.14b)

GI = 7'I " PK:sSon (4-14C)

and for NO3'—N the respective relations are:

H11 = K,9 + K56 (4.14d)

G11 = 711 — KICIÜ (4.14e)

It may be noted that the transport equation for NH,"'—N exhibits no

dependence on NO,°-N concentration, while
NO„‘—N

transport exhibits

dependence on NH„+—N via G11. Since coupling between the transport

equations is one sided, the system solution may be obtained by

sequentially olving the NH,+—N transport equation (C1) followed by the
NO;,”—N

equation (C11). No iteration between transport equations is

required. Furthermore, iterative solution of the individual species
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transport equations arise only for NH,+-N transport in the event that

the Freundlich exponent p ¢ 1.

In order to simplify notation in describing the numerical solution of

the NH} and NO,' transport equations, we drop species subscripts

subsequently and write a generic transport equation as:

ac 6 ac 6 ac ac ac

+ Q*(C—C*) + HC + G = 0 (4.15)

for which a numerical solution will be sought via a Galerkin finite

element method.

In chemical transport problems involving low dispersion

coefficients, sharp solute fronts may arise which lead to numerical

oscillations and mass balance errors. A dependable approach to

overcome this problem is to use upstream weighting (Huyakorn and

Nilkuha, 1979; Huyakorn et al., 1984). In the method of upstream

weighting, unsymmetric weighting functions are applied to terms

containing space derivatives while conventional symmetric basis

functions are applied to other terms. Details Äpertaining to the

description of the upstream weighting functions WJ and symmetric

weighting functions NJ at node J are given in Appendix D. Applying

Galerkin’s principle to (4.15) using both symmetric shape functions and

unsymmetric upstream weighting functions, we obtain:

HC 6 6C 6 ac
WI [ä [Dx;] +73; [B25]! dR
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6C 6C
+( wI an +(NIQ*(c—c*) dR

+I NI (HC + G) dR = 0 (4.16)
Re

where Re denotes the element area. Using Green’s theorem on the

second integral combined with the boundary condition given by (4.13c),

(4.16) can be written as:

GC GC BWI BC

dR
Re Re

" •7C 6C

+]};**1 ¤><s;+qzä dR

NIQ* (C—C*)dR +I NI (HC+G)dR
Re Re

— WI(aC—Co)q¤ dS = 0 (4.17)
Se

Assuming line sources or sinks to be locatediat nodes, the Q* term in

(4.17) can be simplified as:

(NI QL 6(x—xL) 6(z—zL) (cL—c*> dR = QL(CL—C*) (4.18)
Re

where QL is the volumetric flow rate at node L per length of line

source—sink (L’L"T°"), CL is the concentration at node L, and 6 i
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the Dirac delta function. In the. case of a hydraulic sink (QL<O), CL =

C* and the term vanishes.

In matrix form, we may write (4.17) as:

6C
[A] {C} + [B] :1; + {F} = 0 (4.19)

where

N BWI BNJ BWI BNJ^¤=* lD><; ; +“¤; ; dR
e=l Re

·°NJ ·'NJ

+ [ H NI NJ dR — al WI NJ qu dS (4.208)
Re Se

N
BIJ = E R*9 NI NJ dR (4.20b)

e=¤
Re

N
FI=2 INIGdR + I WIquCudSe— (4.20c)

C:]. Re Se

where Ze;1,N indicates element assembly over the total number of

elements N in the flow domain. For the case of type-1 boundary

conditions, the terms with qu drop from (4.20a) and (4.20c) and
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prescribed concentration nodes are dropped from the matrices.

To integrate the element equations in (4.20) we employ the method

of influence coefficients to avoid more costly numerical integration

(Huyakorn et al., 1984). For the case of linear rectangular elements

assumed here with conventional and upstream weighting interpolation

functions as described in Appendix D, the matrices in (4.20) may be

written as:

N c m z
[A] = E <Dx>

E
[TDX] + <Dz> ·i {TDZ] + <qx>

E
[[TVx] + [TVXu]]

e=1

m ml
+ <qZ> E

[[TVZ] + [TVZu]] + <H> [S] (4.21a)

N ml
[B] = E <R*9>T [5*] (4.21b)

e=1 _

N mt
{F} = E <G> E- {U} (4.210)

e=1

where l and m are the element dimensions in the z and x directions,

<·> repreents values of respective variables computed at the element

~ centroids and the influence coefficient matrices on the right hand sides

are as given in Appendix E.

Time Marching Scheme

Time integration of the finite element formulation is performed

using a finite difference approximation. The finite difference form of

(4.19) written at time level (k+u) is
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[A>I¤]k+4.: {C}k+1 = {F*}k+&) (4223)

where

4.: [A]k+‘·* (4.22b)

{C}k - {F}k+(J (4.22c)
^tk+1

and

{c}k+~ = <1—Q> mk + Q {@*+1 (4•22d)

where k refers to any time level at which the concentrations are

known, Atkq., is the time increment at the new time step, and 4.: is the

time weighting coefficient which normally may take values between 0.5

(Crank-Nicolson) and 1.0 (fully—implicit method). It may be noted that

the final global stiffness matrix [A*] is banded but unsymmetric

requiring a storage higher than that required by the flow problem.

It may also noted that the coefficient matrix contains a nonlinear

term CP" in the retardation factor for the case of NH,+ when p = 1.

A simple Picard iteration scheme is used here to handle such

nonlinearity. The approach involves considering R* to be a constant at

a given iteration computed using the most recent value of C. Iterative

refinement is employed to obtain an accurate solution.

Following solution of transport equations for NH,}-N and NO;-N

concentrations in the system, current amounts of organic—N and

cumulative denitrified—N can be computed using suitable finite

difference approximations to the expressions:
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p -3iOn = K2CIÜ + K, C116 — K„pSOn (4.23a)

and

K5 C116 (4.23b)

where Cdn (ML") is the cumulative mas of denitrified—N per porous~

medium volume associated with a given element or node. Note that

calculation of Son is necessary to proceed with time marching since it

affects NH„+-N production whereas Cdn is needed only to keep a mass

balance check.

A summary of the computational procedure for solving the flow and

nitrogen transport problem is as follows:

l. Solve the flow equation using a suitable iterative technique as

described in Chapter II.

2. Compute hydraulic fluxes and water contents at each node using

the computed pressure heads from step (1).

3. Solve the convection—dispersi0n equation for NH,,+ transport and

iterate as needed for the case of nonlinear adsorption isotherms.

4. Repeat step (3) for NO;," analysis (no iteration required).

5. Compute quantities of organic-N, denitrified-N and adsorbed N

remaining in the system at the current time level.

6. Perform a mass balance check if desired.

7. Proceed to the next time step via step (1).
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Guidelines for selection of numerical parameters .

The commonly recommended procedure for the selection of time step

and element size is based on the Peclet number, Pe, and Courant

number, Cr, to meet the criteria

max(Pe) 6 2 to 3

max(C,•) 6 1

Pe =vCr

: V At/Al.

where Al is the largest dimension of the element and v (=q/9) is the

largest of x and z direction pore water velocities for the element,
D,

=

D9 is the largest of x and z direction dispersion coefficients for the

element, and the notation max( ) deignates the maximum value for the

- entire mesh. The absolute value of the upstream weights will depend on

the Peclet number and it is common to use value of 0.5 or so with

large Pe numbers. The absolute values of upstream weight parameters oz

and ß usually range from 0.0 to 1.0 (Appendix D) representing the

standard Galerkin method and the full upstream weighting method

respectively. Suggested values of ex and ß are between 0.1 and 0.4. The

procedure of evaluating the sign of upstream weights is given in

Appendix D.
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· l RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A number of problems have been analyzed with the purpose of (1)

verifying the accuracy of the numerical model by comparison with

analytica] and other numerical solutions, (2) determining the

sensitivity of the numerical model to various parameters, and (3)

determining the applicabi]ity'of the model to field conditions. The

results will be discussed in this section.

Example I ~

To assess the accuracy of the model and to determine the

effectiveness of the upstream weighting technique, a simple one

dimensional vertical solute transport problem with steady—tate water

flow was first solved for which an analytica] solution may be obtained.
‘

The problem involves an initially solute free semi—in.finite system to

which a flux upper boundary condition is applied with unit

concentration influent. Values of the parameters v=q/6, D’=D6 and R

used in the problem were 2.5 cm
h"‘,

1.0
cm’

h" and 1.41

respectively. The maximum mesh Peclet number is 4.5. The standard

Galerkin formulation with no upstream weighting («x=ß=0) remained free

of numerical oscillations but failed to provide an accurate solution (Fig.

4.2). This result was found to be independent of time step increment.

Increaing upstream weighting resulted in marked improvement in

solution accuracy. The results indicate that for this problem the

optimum range of upstream weights is in the range 0.1 to 0.3.
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Example II
(

In this example we consider a problem identical to that investigated

analytically by Clearly and Ungs (1977) involving single species

transport in a two dimensional steady—state flow domain (Fig. 4.3). The

governing equation for this problem is given by (4.9) with Q = KC and

with R* = 1. A strip source with C = CO is applied at the upper

surface of an initially solute free medium. Only half of the symmetric

domain was analysed using a finite element mesh with an element Peclet

number (vAL/D') of 4.8. The predicted relative concentrations after

1000 days along two transects taken at z = 50 ft and x = 1000 ft are

compared with the analytical solution of Cleary and Ungs (1977) in Fig.

4.4. Without upstream weighting, concentrations were markedly

overpredicted and the solution exhibited excessive apparent dispersion. _

Upstream weighting increased the accuracy substantially especially

along the transect parallel to the x-axis. In this example, it was found

that the optimum value of upstream weighting parameters was 0.2;

further increases beyond 0.2 with the same mesh did not improve the

results substantially.

Example III
’

-

In this example we analyse a one dimensional solute transport

problem reported by Selim et al. (1976) involving movement of 2,4-D

(2,4—Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) in a field plot located near Quincy,

Florida. The experimental work of Selim and co—workers was supported

· by a one dimensional finite difference model. Results of the numerical

model will be used here in conjunction with the experimental data to
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validate the proposed finite element model. The field experiments

consisted of two separate irrigation cycles of 2.1 and 4.1 cm h" each

with a duration of 4.0 h. The initial conditions for the flow and

transport problems were an equilibrium pressure distribution and zero

concentration of 2,4-D. Application of 2,4-D was made with a 2 cm

addition of aqueous solution having a concentration of 50 mg m1".

Adsorption of 2,4-D was described by a nonlinear Freundich isotherm

with parameters kd = 0.402 mL g" and p = 0.586. Over the relatively

short time span of the experiments degradation was assumed negligible.

The dispersion coefficient D’=D9 was described by D' = 3.24 log (q/9) -

0.24. Hydraulic properties of soil in the field plot, Lakeland fine sand,

· which were fitted to van Genuchten’s model are given in Table 4.1.

The result of the finite element analysis are compared to the

experimental data of Selim for the q = 4.1 cm h" event in Fig. 4.5.

Predicted wetting front lagged slightly behind measured fronts and

were somewhat sharper but the overall accuracy of predicted water

content distributions is within reasonable bounds. Water content

distributions predicted by the one dimensional finite difference model

of Selim were almost identical to those of the finite element model.

Predicted 2,4-D movement using the finite element and finite difference

models is shown in Fig. 4.5b along with measured data. Although the

field data are rather sparse, they are in reasonable coincidence with

predictions made by both models. Also it is noted that concentrations

predicted by the one dimensional finite difference model are in close

agreement with those of the two dimensional finite element model. The

upstream weights used in the present analysis were 0.15 and the

l
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Table 4.1. van Genuchten properties of the soils used
in the analyses.

S°i]. KS 98 ar Ü G*
Problem type

(cm h") (cm")

III Fine sand 11.6 0.37 0.0671 3.2739 0.0396

IV Sandy clay 20.0 0.42 0.0003 1.3663 0.011

Gravel 30.0 0.38 0.04 2.1 0.16

V Shale 0.02 0.46 0.1 1.09 0.01
Loan 4.0 0.45 0.07 1.4 0.02

Sand 10.0 0.41 0.06 1.7 0.145
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transport equation converged with a maximum of 4 iterations per time

increment at a precision of 0.01 mg mL". The- results predicted by

the finite element model have slightly lower peak concentrations and

more dispersed distributions due probably to the upstream weighting,

but these differences are small. Mas balance errors for the finite

element analysis were less than 3.5% of the total mass in the system at

any given time step. Results for the q=2.1 cm h" event (not shown)

yielded very similar results to those for the q=4.1 cm h" event.

Example IV

The previous examples have verified the basic formulation and

accuracy of the proposed numerical model for simple cases of single

species tranport. In the present example, we will investigate the

sensitivity of the full multispecies N transport model to selected

parameters. The soil was assumed to be a sandy clay material with

van Genuchten parameters as given in Table 4.1. Initial conditions for

flow correspond to hydrostatic equilibrium with a water table located 3

m below the soil surface. Boundary conditions for flow on sides AB,

CD and AE (Fig. 4.6) were assumed to be zero flux type and sides AG

and DF were considered to be seepage faces. On surface BC a

hydraulic flux of 0.5 cm h" was applied with water containing 50 and

10 ppm of NH4+-N and NO3"~—N, respectively. Zero concentration

gradients were asumed on other boundaries. For the base case,

values of K,, kd and p were assumed to be 0.02 h", 0.75 cm° g" and

1.0, respectively, which are within the range of reported values (Starr

et al., 1974; Misra et al., 1974). Values for K2, K, and K5 were assumed

to be 0.0063, 0.0063 and 0.002
h”‘

also in keeping with values reported
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in the literature for subsurface conditions (Stajanovic and Broadbent,

1956; Mehran and Tanji, 1974; Misra et al., 1974) and K, was assumed to

be zero. Values of p, DO, AL, and AT were taken as 1.4 g cm", 0.12 cm'

h", 1.0 cm and 0.2 cm (Starr et al., 1974; Gureghian and Cleary, 1979).

Upstream weights for all simulations were kept constant at 0.15 after

preliminary analyes indicated little change in concentration

distributions with higher weights.

The first set of simulations were conducted to evaluate the effects

of nitrification rate K, on model predictions. Simulations were

performed for K, values of 0.005 and 0.1
h“‘

in addition to the base

value of 0.02 h“’. Since nitrate is the species of greatest

environmental importance, we concentrate first on its behavior. As

most of the nitrogen entering the system is in the NH,"' form, it is not

surprising that peak NO3' concentrations increase substantially with

increasing K, (Fig. 4.7). Peak locations on the other hand are

essentially unaffected by K,.

Comparisons of cumulative mass distributions

ofandorganic—N as a function of time are shown for the various K, in

Fig. 4.8. Here NH,+—N mass refers to the total mass in both solution

and adsorbed phases. As K, increases total NH,+ decreases and
NO,‘

increases due to nitrification. Organic—N increases with increasing K,

due to greater net organic immobilization of NO,"—N than NH,+—N since

the former is non-adsorbed and thus more readily available for

microbial utilization. At any given time the fraction of NH,,+ in solution

was only 20% of the total mass of NH,+ in the system. Also it should

be noted that part of the total N mass corresponding to denitrified-N
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is not shown in Fig. 4.8.

In the second set of simulations we focus on the sensitivity to kd

using kd values of 0.2 and 1.5 ml
g"‘

in addition to the base value of

0.75 ml g". The results in Fig. 4.9 show that retardation of
NH,"‘

associated with increasing kd both retards the NO; peak and reduces

its magnitude, although the sensitivity is fairly mild in comparison to

effects of K,. The effects of kd on cumulative mass distributions of

the various N species (Fig. 4.10) are inverse to those of K,. Total

(solution and adsorbed phase) NH}—N increases and NO„'—N decreases

with increasing kd owing to reduced nitrification due to sheltering of

ammonium from microbial activity in the adsorbed state. Reduced

solution phase NH.}—N with increasing kd also results in diminished

immobilization and hence to lower organic—N mass.

In the last set of simulations for this problem we investigate the

effects of NH} isotherm nonlinearity on N transport and

transformations by varying the Freundlich exponent p between 0.8 and

1.2. Solution of the nonlinear NH}’ transport equation required an

average of 4 iterations to reach convergence with a precision of 0.01

ppm (Fig. 4.11). Increasing p has the effect of increasing NH,+

adsorption and hence results in qualitatively similar trends in NO;,'

distributions with depth (Fig. 4.11) and cumulative NO3"—N, NH4+-N and

organic-Nimasses (Fig. 4.12) as were observed for kd previously. Due

to the exponential effect of p on NH;" adsorption, the relative

sensitivity of simulation results to it are greater than to kd; however,

since the feasible range in p is much narrower uncertainty in the

latter is likely to induce comparatively less output uncertainty.
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Furthermore, although the effects of varying p and kd over the chosen

ranges are very nearly identical for cumulative NH„,+ mass, sensitivity

of the environmentally important NO3" species as well as organic-N to p

are lower than observed for kd.

Example V

We turn next to an application of the model to an actual field

problem involving nitrogen movement from an operating domestic

wastewater drainfield located in Front Royal, Virginia. The system

consists of a gravel bed with drain lines laid on an elevated sand

mound constructed over the original shale soil of very low permeability

(Fig. 4.13). French drains were installed on sides AC and DE to

prevent surface water ponding. Solution sampling devices were

installed at depths 0, 15 and 50 cm below the bottom of the sand

mound at three locations along the centerline of the mound (i.e.,

perpendicular to the plane of the numerical analysis). Measurements of

solution phase NH,+-N and
NO„‘-N

from samples on three dates were

available for comparison with the numerical simulations.

For simulation purposes, an applied hydraulic flux of 0.0126 cm
h"‘

· corresponding to the mean annual rainfall rate in northern Virginia was

applied continuously along the upper boundary (A-C-F—E). Based on

observations at the site the water table was taken coincident with the

original ground surface just prior to system startup and the initial

pressure distribution was assumed to be at hydrostatic equilibrium.

French drains at the extremities of the system (A—C and E—D) were

treated as seepage faces and the lower surface (C—D) was regarded as

A
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impermeable. The effluent dosage at the drain lines as estimated from

data on household water use was taken to be 5.0 cms cm" h" and

average concentrations of NH4+—N and NO3°‘-N were taken as 20 and 0.2

ppm, respectively, based on analyses of the effluent. Initial

concentration of NH4+—N, NO3‘-N and organic—N in the system were [

assumed to be 0.5, 0.1 and 0.1 ppm, respectively.

Hydraulic properties of the shale subsoil, sand and gravel used in

the simulations (Table 4.1) were based on measurements of saturated

conductivity and estimates of retention curve characteristics via

correlations with particle size data. The average bulk density of the

soil was estimated as 1.5 g
cm"’,

first order rate coefficients K2, K,

and K, were taken to be 0.007, 0.005 and 0.006
h”‘,

and parameters DO,

ÄL and ÄT were assumed to be 0.12 cm'
h"‘,

1.0 cm and 0.2 cm (Starr
l

et al., 1974, Selim and Iskandar, 1981a and b). Here K, was assumed to

be zero. The foregoing parameters were selected as typical of

subsurface conditions at this scale of observation (e.g., Misra et al.,

1974). Ammonium will be assumed to follow a linear adsorption

isotherm.

Since it was shown previously that probable Variations in the

nitrification rate constant K, and partition coefficient kd have

significant effects on N transport, a number of sets of these

parameters were selected in the analysis. Results will be shown for two

sets of parameters that corresponded most closely with field

observations. The two cases will be designated as Simulation I for

which (K,, kd) : (0.02 h", 1.7 ml g") and Simulation II for which (K,,

kd) = (0.03 h", 1.5 ml g"‘).
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Transient flow and transport analyses were carried out for a

~ period of 90 days with steady state flow conditions being reached in

about 38 days. Predicted initial and steady state water content

distributions at the center and the left drainline locations showed large

vertical Variations due to the extreme differences in material properties

in the different layers (Fig. 4.14). Comparisons of predicted ,and

observed NH,+—N and NO;,"—N concentrations at the three measurement

depths are shown in Figs. 4.15a to 4.15c and 4.16a to 4.16c. Multiple

data point at each time and depth for which samples were taken

correspond to the different sampling locations perpendicular to the

plane of the numerical analysis (data were available from 3 locations

except in a few instances where various mishaps precluded sampling or

analysis). It is apparent that scatter between data for "replicate"

times and depths is substantial for NH} especially and generally

irregular suggesting a random component due to sampling and

analytical error in addition to possible "real" effects due to spatia] and

temporal variability. The numerical simulation results generally fall

within the range of the experimental data. A notable exception occurs

for NH,+ at short times which exhibits a tendency for earlier increases

in concentration than predicted while early time NO3" behavior is

• closely predicted. A possible explanation for this is that it takes some

time for microbial activity to acclimate at system startup resulting in a

gradual increase in the nitrification rate coefficient with time.
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i
CONCLUSIONS·

A two dimensional finite element model has been described for the

prediction of nitrogen species transformations and transport in

unsaturated soil and groundwater. Nitrification, denitrification,

mineralization and immobilization are treated as first order kinetic

processes; plant uptake of NH,+ and
NO3‘

are treated as first order

processes; and NH,+ adsorption is assumed to be instantaneous and to

follow a Freundlich type isotherm. Simultaneous transport of solution

phase NH‘+ and NO;,'° are described by convection-dispersion equations

solved by an upstream weighted residual finite element technique which

is shown to provide accurate solutions even under conditions of high

element Peclet numbers. A ensitivity study on the model parameters

showed that first order nitrification rate to have the greatest effects

on the computed results and to a lesser extent by the nonlinear

isotherm parameters kd and p used to describe the adsorption of

NH,+.

Application of the model to a real field problem involving a

subsurface wastewater injection system has illustrated the utility of

the model and demonstrated that in the absence of detailed site _

specific information on soil properties and kinetic parameters, a good

approximation of the nitrogen movement can be obtained.
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CHAPTER

VNITROGENTRANSPORT UNDER HYSTERETIC CONDITIONS

ABSTRACT

A two—dimensional finite element model was used to predict

multispecies transport and transformation of nitrogen accompanying

unsaturated flow with hysteresis and air entrapment. Results show that

under potential-type boundary conditions, hysteresis substantially

influences transport predictions due largely to air entrapment effects.

Nonhysteretic simulations using main wetting curve parameters

corresponded much more closely to hysteretic results that those using

main drainage relations. For contaminant introduction via _buried

. constant strength line sources, hysteresis had little effect on

predictions of N transport.

INTRODUCTION

Disposal of secondary wastewater via direct land application or in

subsurface drainfields is a potential source of excessive nitrogen

loadings to unconfined aquifers. Nitrogen transport is complicated by

the occurrence of transformations between various species within the

unsaturated zone. These transformation processes are generally

mediated by microbial populations. Furthermore, under unsaturated

conditions air entrapment and hysteresis in saturation—pressure

relationships may substantially affect the accuracy of predictions of
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flow, which in turn impinges on transport predictions. It has also been

shown in Chapter III that hysteresis effects are highest with potential

type boundary conditions and almost negligible with flux—controlled

boundary conditions. This is an important consideration with regard to

solute transport simulations because primary variables associated with

transport studies are water contents and water fluxes. In cases where

multi species transport and transformations are simulated with kinetic

coeffcients dependent on the water content of the soil, hysteresis will

play an important role in determining the actual distribution of various

species with time in the system. These factors suggest that hysteresis

to be important in transport studies but very few studies have been

conducted in attempting to predict the solute movement under such

conditions. Previous studies of solute transport with hysteretic flow
I

(Pickens et al., 1979; Pickens and Gillham, 1980; Jone and Watson,

1987) have been limited to cases without air entrapment and to one

dimensional scenarios for single species transport. The objectives of

the preent study are to evaluate the effects of hysteresis with air

entrapment on multispecies nitrogen transport. Since the effects of

hysteresis is almost negligible with flux controlled boundary conditions

attention will be focused mainly on potential type boundary conditions.
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THEORY AND ANALYSIS

l
Nitrogen Speciation Model

The nitrogen speciation model assumed in this study is identical to

that described in Chapter IV and given Fig. 4.1. As described earlier,

it is assumed that first-order kinetics to hold between solution phase

NH,+—N and NO,"-N and organic—N (solid phase) and denitrified—N

(gaseous phase) with rate constants K, — K,. Instantaneous and

reversible adsorption of NH,+—N is assumed here to follow a linear

isotherm and NO,'—N adsorption is regarded as negligible. Also for the

simulations described in this study, plant uptake of nitrogen is

assumed to be zero.

Analysi of Flow and Transport

Flow of water
‘
in an incompressible and variably saturated

two-dimensional porous medium under isothermal conditions is described

by Richard’s equation and given in detail by (2.1) subjected to initial

and boundary conditions given by (2.2). The solution of this equation

requires numerical solution due to the extremely nonlinear soil

hydraulic properties. In this study, we used a Galerkin finite element

solution incorporating the method of influence coefficients to avoid
‘

costly numerical integration. Complete details of the finite element

model are given in Chapter II.
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The simplified convective—dispersive transport equation for species

i may be written in the form:

+ Q*(Ci—Ci*) + Qi = 0 (5.1)

where Ci is the concentration of the species i in solution (M L'*’), 6 is

the water content, qx and qZ are flowe velocities along the principal x

and z directions, DX and DZ are dispersion coeffcients in the x and z

directions, Ri is a retardation factor, Q* and Ci* are flow rate and

concentration of species i in a line source and Qi is the net species

transformation rate. ·Defining CI and CI]: to be concentrations of NH4"’-N

and NO,—N, respectively, Son to be the organic-N fraction (MM"‘) and p

r to be the soil bulk density, net transformation rates for NH,+—N and

NO,'-N, respectively, are:

QI = KICIG + KZCIG — pK,Son (5.26)

QII KSCIIB
— K,Cj[6 (5.2b)

The solution of (5.1) for CI and CH is obtained by a procedure similar

to that for the flow equation except that an upstream weighting

technique is utilized to avoid numerical difficulties associated with low

dispersion coefficients. Transport of components other than NH,"'—N and

NO;"-N are not considered. Complete details of the finite element

analysis for the N transport model are given in Chapter IV.
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Hysteresis Model

We will employ the hysteretic soil hydraulic property model of Kool

and Parker (1987). The hysteretic model is based on van Genuchten's

(1980) parametric relation and takes the form

6, +
(6Sd—0r)[1+|adh|“]“‘“

11 < 0odm = (6.2;.)osd h > 0

9w(h) =
6,. + (6SW—6r)[1+I«WhI¤]”m h <0BSW

h > 0

where h is the pressure head, GS is the saturated water content, 6,. is

the residual water, a and n are shape constants and m = 1 — 1/n. The

superscript w or d denotes variables pertaining to either the main

wetting or main drainage branch of the 6-h relationship, respectively.

Hysteresis in hydraulic conductivity, K, versus water content is

assumed negligible. Complete details of the hysteresis model are given

by Kool and Parker (1987).

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Two examples will be considered here for the flow domain

illutrated in Fig. 5.1. The watertable is located 1.5 m below the soil

surface and the two end boundaries were assumed to be seepage faces.

The assumed soil hydraulic properties are shown in Fig. 5.2

corresponding to values of parameters Gsd, BSW, 9,-, n, aw and ad equal

to 0.45, 0.38, 0.07, 1.4, 0.045 and 0.02 cm°", respectively. The isotropic

saturated hydraulic conductivity KS is 3.0 cm
h"‘.
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Rate constants for nitrogen transport K,, K3, K3, K, and K3 were

assumed to be 0.02, 0.0063, 0, 0.02 and 0.0063 h", respectively. The

distribution coefficient for NH,,“"-N adsorption is 1.0 cm3 g"‘.
The

effective molecular diffusion coefficient (DO) is taken as 0.12 cm: h"

and longitudinal and transverse dispersivities are assumed to be 1.0

and 0.2 cm, respectively. '

Example I

From an equilibrium initial condition for the flow problem, water

was ponded at the soil surface in region AB (Fig. 5.1) while the

remainder of the upper surface and the entire lower boundary received

zero flux. Seepage boundaries were stipulated on both sicles. Zero

initial concentrations were assumed throughout the domain. Influent

solution applied at the upper surface was taken to have NH,+—N and

NO3'-LN concentrations of 50 and 10 ppm, respectively, modeled by

third-type boundary conditions. Predicted NÜ3—·N concentrations along

the center line are shown in Fig. 5.3. Here and elsewhere, H indicates

simulations which employ the hysteretic 9-h relations, ND denotes

nonhysteretic analyses with the main drainage 9(h) curve and NW

denotes those for the main wetting curve. Rapid movement of NO3"—N ~

for the ND simulation relative to the H and NW cases is evident. Total

NH,,+-N mas for the ND simulation is also very much higher than that

predicted for the H and NW simulations (Fig. 5.4). Similar results are

available with cumulative Org—N distribution shown in Fig. 5.5 where

the Org.—N content increases steadily with time. One of the reasons for

this behavior is that the mineralization rate constant of Org-N was
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assumed to be zero while immobilization was considered with both

NH,+-N and NO;,“—N. The differences in results with different saturation

paths mainly reflect reductions in hydraulic conductivity at the soil

surface and hence in infiltration rates for H and NW cases due to lower

water contents caused by air entrapment. This suggests that if

effective rather than actual saturated water contents and conductivites

are used to analyze flow, neglecting hysteresis may be justifiable. Also

the effects of hysteresis could have been reduced if air entrapment

was absent in the pressure—saturation relationship. This is due to

reduction in differences in water contents between different saturation

paths.

Example II

l

The flow domain geometry in Example II is identical to that of the

Example I except that buried line sources have been added at locations

C and D. For Oétll.3 h, the entire top surface had a solute free

hydraulic flux of 6.0 cm h" and flow at each line source of 10 cm°

cm" h". Influent concentrations of NH,"'—-N and NO„'—N were 50 and 10

ppm, respectively. For l.3h¢t¢36.3 h, the top surface had an

evaporative hydraulic flux of 0.005 cm h" and zero solute flux. For

t>36.3 h, the surface evaporative flux remained the same, but the water
l-

supply at the line sources was shut off. Other boundary and initial

conditions were the same as for Example I. Predicted NO„"-N

distributions on a vertical plane intersecting either line source are

given in Fig. 5.6. These results are very much different to that of the

previous example and indicate little difference between H simulations
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land either NW or ND cases. The iinsensitivity to hysteresis may be

attributed to the fact that solute velocities are controlled principally

by source strength rather than by soil properties for this problem.

Although the top surface had a potential type boundary condition, the

water entering the system was nitrogen-free except the line sources.

Since the line source were analysed as point source in the simulations,

the total mass entering the system remained same for the three cases.

The only effect of hysteresis under such conditions is the flow

velocities and water contents associated with the different saturation

paths. In the present simualtion, these variables did not affect very

much as the high intensity of the line sources (compared to the

saturated hydraulic conductivity) created saturated zones with

different saturation paths in the viscinity of the sources causing near

constant velocities and water content. Also it is interesting to note

that the concentration distribution after 72 h (not shown) was almost

identical to that at 36.3 h (Fig. 5.6) even though the surface boundary

continued with an evaporation condition beyond 36.3 h. The

evaporative flux is small compared to the line source strength and

quasi—steady state conditions are maintained.
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CONCLUSIONS

Effects of air entrapment and hysteresis in water retention

relations on flow can may have substantial effects on species transport

under certain conditions. For potential-type hydraulic boundary

conditions, fluid entrapment results in markedly lower solute velocities

compared to nonhyteretic simulations based on main drainage 6(h)

parameters, while nonhysteretic analyses using the main wetting branch

cloely approximate hysteretic results. Since these effects are

attributable principally to differences in hydraulic conductivities at

apparent water saturation for wetting and drying paths, it follows that

effects of disregarding hystersis will also be small if data for Sl

primary drainage path beginning from BSW were employed. For solute

introduction via controlled flux line sources, effects of hysteresis on

transport were observed to be quite small and simulation with either

A
wetting or draining water retention data provided an adequate

representation of the hysteretic system.
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APPENDIX A

Influence Coefficient Matrices For Linear

Rectangular Elements — Flow Problem
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· . APPENDIX B

Influence Coefficient Matrices for Linear Triangular

Elements — Flow Problem

2 1 1
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APPENDIX C

Soil Hydraulic Properties of

~ Wagner et al. (1980) Problem

0 = 0. (9/Gs)-b

K =Ks10a

~ air entry pressure

SS — saturated moisture content

KS — saturated hydraulic conductivity

Soil b c 10 a(cm) BS KS (cm
h“‘)

1 4.05 -2.494 -12.1 0.395 63.36

2 4.38 -2.457 -9.0 0.410 56.28

3 4.9 -2.408 -21.8 0.435 12.48

4 5.3 -2.377 -78.6 0.485 2.592

5 5.39 -2.371 -47.8 0.451 2.502
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APPENDIX D

Unsymmetric Upstream Weighting Functions For

Linear Rectangular Elements
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Ni = E
(1 + ssi) (1 + nni) si = * 1 and ni = * 1

4 4
x = E Ni(:,n) xi z = E Ni(s,n) zi

i=1 i=1

1W1 = ig [(1+:) (—3¤z:+3¤<2+2)] [(1++1) (—3ßm+3ß1+2)]

1W1 = [(1+:) (-36:.:+%.+2)] [(1++1) (3ßm—3ß1—2) + 4]

1W3 = — [(1+:) (3<>¢1:—3¤.—2) + 4] [(1++1) (3ßz·n·3ßz—2) + 4]
16

1
W, = [(1+:) (30:;:-30:2-2) + 4] [(1+71) (“3ß2+2)]
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To determine lsigns of oz or ß along a given side IJ, let ey; denote

the direction vector of the given side (positive direction shown in

Figure A-1). If ql and q; are velocity vectors at nodes I and J

respectively and the average velocity q* is given as:

Q* = 1/2 (Q1 + Q1) ·
€IJ

then a (or ,6) > 0 if q* > O and

¢x(orß)¢Oifq*·<O

To evaluate values of the weighting function WI(a,ß) and its

derivatives WI(¢x,ß), 6WI/ax and @WI/öz, the following procedure is

recommended:

W[(a,ß) along x —direction S! W]j(«,0) g

WI(«x,ß) along z —direction 5 W[(0,ß) °

§I(¤=.ß) E §1(<><.0)
äx öx

dz dz

where I = 1, 4 and a (or ß) will be «x, or az (ß, or ßz) depending on

the side considered (Fig. D—1).
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APPENDIX E -

Influence Coefficient Matrices for Linear

Rectangular Elements — Transport Problem

U ' }
1 2 -2 -1 1 {

1 2 1 1 2
___ -2 2 -1 -1 __ 1 2 -2 -1

-1 1 2 -21 1THz1*6 -1 -2 2 1
1 1 -2 2 -2 -1 1 2

1 -2 2 1 -1 1 -2 -1 1 2 1
_ _ -2 2 1 -1 _ _ -1 -2 2 1[TVX] * 6 -1 1 2 -2 6 -1 -2 2 1

-1 1 2 -2 -2 -1 1 2

2lXl "2G1 'G1

I

(X1
X

1
—Za; Za; a; — a;

(X2 2G} '2¢Xg

(X2

Zßz ßz —ßz ·2ß¤

1 ßl 2ßl -2ßl -ß1
Tv - 6 “

ßi
‘2ß1

*2ßx ßi

—2ß2 _ß2 ßl 2ß2

1 4 2 1 2 1
*

_ _ 2 4 2 1 - : 1{S} * 9 1 2 4 2 {U} 1
2 1 2 4 1
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